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I.

FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS

VOLUME

III

OPERATIONS—HIGHER FORMATIONS
1935
This volume is an extension of Volume II, and deals
with war from the point of view of the superior commander and with the tactical handling of formations
of all arms. It has been written with special reference
to the military commitments of the British Empire
(see Training Regulations, 1934, Sec. 1) and to the
forces at

its

disposal.

CHAPTER I
THE EMPLOYMENT AND COMMAND OF

ARMED FORCES
1.

The nature of war

A nation must protect interests vital to its security,
and uphold international covenants to which it is a party.
It may, therefore, either alone or with allies, have to impose
its will upon another nation.
It endeavours to achieve this
aim by employing part or all of the means of persuasion
its
command. These means include diplomacy, economic
at
influence applied in the form of financial or commercial
restrictions on its opponents or of assistance to its allies,
and, in the last resort, the use of armed forces at sea, by
The armed forces are therefore only
land, and in the air.
1.
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one of several means employed to bring the struggle to a
successful conclusion and to overcome the will of the opposing
nation: the resources of diplomacy, economic pressure and
other methods are employed simultaneously and in combination so as to assist allies and embarrass the opponent.
2.

to

The ultimate national aim in war is to force the enemy
abandon the purpose for which he resorted to arms

and

to

this

aim the

conclude peace on satisfactory terms.
To achieve
will of the enemy nation to continue the -struggle
must be overcome, by occupying the whole or a part of
his country; or by so interrupting his vital lines of supply
and commerce by sea or by land as to deny him the
means of conducting his national life; or by forcing him
by these or any other means to realize that his aim is
impossible of attainment or beyond the effort that he is

—

prepared

to"

—

make.

The navy, army and air force will
break down the enemy's resistance

act in combination to

and accomplish the
national aim.
It will usually be necessary to defeat or
neutralize the enemy's armed forces and so to deprive him
of the power on which he chiefly relies to obtain a decision
The air force, which can strike rapidly and
in his favour.
directly at the vital centres of the enemy, will contribute
to the breakdown of the enemy's resistance by attack on
military objectives calculated to achieve the enemy's defeat,
as well as by direct co-operation with the navy and army.
The policy for the conduct of the war, the resources to be
employed and the distribution of the available man-power
and material are decided by the Government in consultation
with the heads of the three services (see Sec. 2).
3. The sea is the principal highway between the widely
distributed portions of the British Empire which has interests
in every quarter of the globe; the control of sea communications is therefore its primary consideration in war: the
army may be required in the first instance to secure and to
defend bases for naval action. In conflicts in which sea power
is not at stake or is already sufficiently firmly established, the
command of the sea will enable the army to be transported
to any theatre where it can most effectively further the
attainment of the national aim, provided adequate protection from air attack can be assured. In an Empire with so
many interests to protect and so many calls on its resources,
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the highest judgment is required in making the most advantageous distribution of those resources: the mobility given
to the

and

army by

sea

power

is

liable to lead to dispersal of force

bearing of any and all expeditions on
the aim of the war is very carefully calculated.
In a
major war the British Empire may often be a member of
an alliance: this may lead on occasions to the subordination
of military, and even of national, interests to the interests
of the allies as a whole.
But the peculiar character of
British military power and its dependence on the sea should
always be kept in mind and exploited to the full, in an
effort, unless the

when acting alone.
Whatever may be the form of warfare in which the
army is employed, the closest possible co-operation between
the army and the air force, between ground and air action,
is always essential.
The army may be required to seize
alliance as
4.

—

and to hold bases from which the air force will operate to
attack enemy forces or communications while the air force
will be required to co-operate in all the undertakings of
the army.

—

5.

The introduction

of

new weapons and

the increasing

mechanization of armies, besides influencing strategical
and tactical combinations in the field, necessitate the most
carefully considered allocation of the national resources for
the purpose of prosecuting the war. The demands for warlike
stores of all kinds will in any major war only be met by
the mobilization of industry in accordance with plans prepared in peace.
wise direction of industry and correct
distribution of man-power will be as important as generalship in the field. It is essential that the army should keep
in touch with the organization of industry and with

A

mechanical developments in civil life, in order to judge
far they can be used or adapted for military purposes,
and what effect they will have on operations in the field (see

how

Sec. 4, 2).
6. The use of gas in war is prohibited by the Geneva Gas
Protocol of 1925, to which most, but not all, of the principal
powers of the world have subscribed. Should war break out,
the British Government will endeavour, in conjunction with
its allies, to obtain from the enemy government or governments an engagement that poison gas shall not be used as
a weapon of war, if any of the governments concerned have
not ratified the Geneva Gas Protocol.

[Chap.
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Although the force of public opinion all over the world
against the use of gas in war makes it improbable that any
state will resort to its use without weighing carefully the
possible effect in neutral countries against the military advantages that it hopes to obtain, there will always be the possibility either that the enemy has not subscribed to the Gas
Protocol or that he may violate it. Every commander must
therefore at all times be responsible for the defence of his
command against the possible use of gas by the enemy.
The principles of defence against gas from the military
point of view are given in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
1935, Sec. 40.
If the enemy should use gas, no portion of the homeland,
base of operations or theatre of war within the radius of
hostile aircraft can be regarded as immune from gas attacks.

Such attacks may begin at the moment of the declaration
war; they may be directed to interfere with the mobilization arrangements and the movement of a field force to its
of

concentration area.
7. Civilians
and personnel not normally brought into
contact with the enemy, as well as military units, may be
called on to face a hostile gas attack; and preparations in
peace must include gas precautions for the civil population.

2.

The

control of the

armed forces

in war

There must be unity in the direction and control of
forces.
This is exercised by the Government
of the day which, with the assistance of the heads of the
three fighting Services, decides on the policy for the conduct
of the war and provides
and maintains the necessary
personnel and material.
1.

the

armed

2. The
representative heads of the Services in Great
Britain are the First Sea Lord (Chief of the Naval Staff),
the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, and the Chief of the
Air Staff. Close touch is kept between them in order to
secure co-ordination between the three Services and joint
action in all matters relating to more than one Service. When
strategical or political considerations indicate the necessity,
the Government calls for a combined military appreciation
by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee of the Committee of

Chap.
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This appreciation as finally approved by
official expression of the policy

Government becomes the

for the conduct of operations.

A

3.
state of war is declared by Royal Proclamation. In
the event of an overt act of war being committed by a foreign
power against any part of His Majesty's dominions previous
to a declaration of war, it is the duty of the senior commander of the nearest armed forces to take such action for
the defence of his command and of the national interests as
the situation may require, and to report the action taken
without delay to superior authority.
4. On the declaration of war, the responsibility for carrying
out the tasks of the navy, the army and the air force in their
respective spheres of action rests with the commanders-inchief in the theatre or theatres of operations, who are
appointed with the approval of the King by His Majesty's

Government.

The commander-in-chief of the military forces in a theatre
of war receives through the Chief of the Imperial General
Staff acting under the authority of the Secretary of State
for
a copy of the Chiefs of Staff appreciation, as

War

approved by the Government, any other necessary instructions as to the role of his force, a forecast of the time
required to concentrate

it, a definition of the limits of his
available information relative to his task.
He is then responsible for the execution of the plan of
campaign, subject to such orders from the Government as
may be conveyed to him from time to time.

command and

all

3.

Some

principles of

war

1. Grand strategy is the art of applying the whole of the
national power in the most effective way towards attaining
the national aim.
It thus includes the use of diplomacy,
economic pressure, the conclusion of suitable arrangements
with allies, the mobilization of national industry and the
distribution of the man-power available, as well as the
employment of the three fighting Services in combination.

2. Certain ideas as to strategical planning and conduct
can be deduced from the experience of the past: they are
often defined and expressed in the form of "principles."

[Chap.
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But it must be clearly understood that the principles that
guide action in war, whether strategical or tactical, are not
laws, such as the laws of natural science, where the observance
of certain conditions produces an inevitable result, nor
rules, such as the rules of a game, the breach of which entails
a definite fixed penalty: they simply indicate a, course of
action that has been successful in the past and serve as a
warning that disregard of them involves risk and has often
brought failure. Many plans have, however, succeeded in
war, although not made in accordance with text-book
principles.

guides to
of the most important and useful
3. Some
strategical planning and action may be briefly stated as
follows:
i. In the conduct of war as a whole and in every operation
of war, it is essential to decide on and clearly to define the
aim that the use of force is intended to attain. The
ultimate national aim of war has already been defined
the immediate political aim of a campaign
(Sec. 1, 2)
will be a more definite one, such as to drive the enemy out
of certain territory; or to occupy or menace his capital
city; or to blockade him and cut off all resources by sea
and land; or to attack centres of his national effort; or
to further and aid the operations of our allies; or to protect
vital national interests in some part of the world; or
some combination of the above or similar aims. This may
sometimes lead to the despatch of one or more military
expeditions, the aim of which is to defeat enemy forces or
to occupy places of strategical importance; to effect this,
it may be necessary to give different objectives to different
parts of an expedition. In every instance, the selection of
:

a correct objective demands knowledge and judgment: the
objective must be within the means of the force that can
be made available to secure it, and must be that best
calculated to further the favourable conclusion of the operation or of the campaign or of the war. When once the aim
or objective has been decided on, all effort must be continually directed towards its attainment, so long as this is
possible, and every plan or action must be tested by its

bearing upon this end.
principle, the
ii. This introduces a second main strategical
concentration of effort, which means that the greatest possible
moral, physical and material should be employed
f orce
at the decisive time and place in attaining the selected

—

—
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aim or objective. This implies also the co-operation of all
parts of the nation or of a force: the co-operation of the
civil and military leaders; of the navy, the army and the
air force; and of the various parts of any army.
corollary of the principle of concentration is that of
economy of force at less vital points: some detachments
from the main theatre or the main force will always be
required for purposes of security, or to divert some part of
the enemy's forces, or for other purposes they must be
large enough to fulfil their object, but not so large as to
weaken unduly the force engaged on the main 'aim.

A

—

iii. A reasonable security is the basis of any plan of campaign and consists in providing adequate defence for vital
and vulnerable points of the nation, or of the force so
as to obtain freedom of action to pursue the selected aim
with all remaining resources. Thus in a national war it
may include provision for the defence of the homeland
against invasion or air attack, in an overseas expedition
arrangements for the safety of the base and lines of communication.
The principle must 'not be read to justify
undue caution and avoidance of all risks: bold action is
essential for success in war, and security can often best be
obtained by offensive operations which, by threatening the
enemy's security, deprive him of his freedom of action.

—

—

Since victory cannot be won by passive defence, it is
war that offensive action should be undertaken
whenever the circumstances are favourable. This does not
mean that attacks should be rashly undertaken with inadequate means; but that the great advantages that the
of
action,
heightened morale,
offensive confers liberty
power to force the enemy to conform should be realized
and should be sought whenever possible.
iv.

a principle of

—

—

is a most powerful weapon and has a great
by creating a situation for which the enemy
is unprepared, it upsets his plans and forces him to hurried
and unconsidered action. The value of surprise is usually
proportional to the length of time that it will take the enemy

v.

Surprise

moral

affect;

Surprise may be
provide effective counter-measures.
obtained by the development in peace of new resources for
war or of a new weapon; by the intensive preparation of
national industry for the production of war material or by
unexpected speed of mobilization: in the field it may be
gained by secrecy, by calculated stratagem devised to mislead
to

43419—3
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the enemy, by an unexpected rapidity of movement or by
action in an unsuspected place.
Surprise loses much of its
value, if means are not available to make full use of its effects
as, for example, when a surprise attack is made with
insufficient reserves for exploitation, or a new weapon is
prematurely disclosed by use before sufficient tests or before
a sufficient quantity or sufficient numbers are available.

—

vi. To cultivate by all means the power to move and to
act more rapidly than the opponent, i.e., mobility, is an
essential requirement in all strategical preparation
and
execution, and may therefore be considered as a strategical
principle.
The elements of mobility are good training, good
organization, good discipline, good staff work and especially
the skill and will-power of the commander.
Such are some of the chief principles or methods on which
successful strategy is based: to choose wisely an aim within
the means available; to concentrate all possible resources
on the attainment of that aim; by skilful economy to provide
reasonably adequate security for vital and vulnerable points,
so as to have a firm foundation on which to base offensive
action; to seek always to surprise the enemy by stratagem
and by superior mobility. They tare guides also to tactical
action (Field Service Regulations, Vol. 11, 1935, Sec. 11).
They are in themselves simple: but the factors that have to
be taken into consideration in applying them are numerous
and complicated: for example, calculations of time and
space; the influence of topography and climate; the condition
of one's own troops; the numbers, morale and armament of
the enemy, which are often only imperfectly known; the
enemy's intentions, which are practically always unknown and
can only be surmised; problems of supply; the means of movement, and so forth. Such factors enter into the calculations
of all commanders: a commander-in-chief will often have to
political
deal, in addition, with two further uncertainties
requirements and the demands of allies.

—

4.

The

The command

of military forces

essential qualities of leadership are defined and
These
explained in Training Regulations, 1933, Sec. 2.
the
qualities are required of commanders of all grades:
commander-in-chief of a force in the field and other superior
commanders and staff officers must possess, in addition, the
1.

Chap.
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broadest possible outlook and knowledge, of social as well
as of military questions.
War is now more than ever a
social problem:
a major war affects the whole of the
national life and every class of citizen, and there is a corresponding civil influence on the conduct of military operations.
A higher commander will have to give due weight to political
requirements, even though these should have a hampering
effect on purely military considerations.
It is also necessary
for him to have an understanding of the psychology and
habits of the ordinary unmilitary citizen, who may compose the bulk of the forces under his command and will have
had only a short military training.
2. In military matters also his outlook must be a broad
It is certain that any future war will bring many
one.
many novelties, many fresh methods.
surprises,
New
weapons, or the improvement of old ones, and other developments in equipment may necessitate far-reaching changes
of organization.
commander who has not prepared his
mind to deal with the unexpected and thinks only in terms
experience
will
of past
be at a loss. He must consider in
all operations air action as well as ground action.
The
closest possible co-operation between the army and the air
will
be
essential
in
every
kind
of
operation;
force
the more
closely a military commander has studied the powers and
limitations of the air, the better he will be qualified to wage
war in any theatre.

A

his subordinates, a commander will
tasks, clearly explaining his intentions,
and will then allow them liberty of action in arranging the
methods by which they will carry out these tasks. Undue
3.

allot

In

dealing with

them

definite

centralization and interference with subordinates is harmful,
since they are apt either to chafe at excessive control or to
become afraid of taking responsibility. Besides clear and
definite orders, personal touch is an essential factor in conveying a commander's intentions to his subordinates and in
inspiring them with confidence and determination. No commander, from the highest downward, must ever forget that
human nature is the ultimate factor on which all his plans,
movements and operations depend.

43419—3^
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Sec. 5.

II

THE PREPARATION OF A CAMPAIGN
5.
1.

The basis

General considerations

of all military preparations

and plans must

Staff at the War Office
is responsible for collecting and keeping up to date information regarding the military forces of all foreign powers; the
numbers, characteristics and armament of the inhabitants
of any undeveloped country where British forces may become
engaged; and the resources, transportation facilities and
topographical features of all possible theatres of operations.
Detailed topographical information of a theatre is of importance, since on it will hinge the composition and organization of a field force; for instance, the proportion of
armoured fighting vehicles will depend on the suitability
of a theatre for their operations; and the type of transport
required in undeveloped countries can only be determined
by a knowledge of local conditions. This applies with special
force to the type of expedition into undeveloped countries
that is characteristic of the commitments of the British
Empire. In view of modern developments in vehicles and
equipment, full intelligence of the water lines (river or canal)
in the theatre of operations will be essential, as the provision of special or additional bridging material may be
involved, or the re-distribution of available material (see
Sec. 11, 5). Since it is not possible always to have up-to-date
information available for every purpose, the first step in
any threat of emergency will be to check the information
available and to supplement it, where necessary, .by special
reconnaissance. The provision of accurate maps on a suitable
scale is more important than ever before owing to the use
that can often be made of them to enable artillery to fire
without observation (see Training Regulations, 1934, Sec. 12,
and Manual of Military Intelligence in the Field, 1930,

be good information.

Chapter XVII).

The General

Chap.
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Since in peace it is impossible to maintain on a war
all the requirements of a field force, plans to deal
with a situation must always include arrangements for the
2.

basis

utilization

and expansion of

civil resources, especially trans-

portation facilities, at home and in the theatre of operaThus, for example, the
tions, with speed and efficiency.
information that a certain type of transport it may be
carriers, camels or other pack animals, river craft, or
some special type of vehicle is required for a certain theatre
of war is incomplete without knowledge of where such transport can be obtained, with what delay and in what quantities.
Plans for a given theatre must therefore be based on as
detailed a knowledge as possible of its topography and of
the local resources in animals, vehicles and supplies of all
kinds; proposals for exploiting them to the best advantage
should also have been prepared.

—

—

Plans of operations may be drawn up in peace to meet
they must then be as
possible or probable situation;
flexible as possible, since no crisis occurs exactly as anticipated. Or they may be drawn up on the occurrence of an
emergency or on the outbreak of war, to meet an actual
situation; they can then be formulated with greater exactitude.
The plan must in either event include a clear statement of the aim of the force; the arrangements for mobilization, for the strategical concentration, and for the establishment of a base and lines of communication; an estimate
of the time required for these arrangements; all available
information regarding the enemy and the theatre; and a
The execution of the plan
forecast of the opening moves.
of campaign will then be the responsibility of the commanderin-chief appointed:
the difficulty of his task and the
likelihood of success will depend largely on the preliminary
arrangements made and on the selection and preparation of
(Sec. 8.)
a base or bases and lines of communication.
3.

a

concentration is the process by which an
assembled in the theatre of operations by sea, by
rail, by waterway, by road, by air or by some combination
of these means.
For a British force a sea voyage is almost
always involved (Sec. 6). It is important that strategical
concentration should be completed with the minimum of
interruption by the enemy.
It will usually be impossible
Its effects
to secure complete immunity from air attack.
must be mitigated by the arrangements made with the air
4.

Strategical

army

is

—

[Chap.
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force to gain air superiority over the concentration area and
to assist in covering the sea passage where necessary; by the
selection of an area giving good facilities for concealment and
protection; by a judicious dispersion of the forces to be
assembled, both in time and in space; and by the early
despatch of air defence units. The area for concentration
should be protected by a covering force against ground
attack; it will be an advantage if it is covered by a natural
obstacle, easily held. It should be as far forward as possible
on the proposed line of operation so as to save time. The
disposition of the troops in the concentration area must be
made with regard to subsequent operations, or time will be
lost in re-adjustment.
On a land frontier, the peace dispositions will usually be arranged to provide a covering
force for the strategical concentration. Rapidity and smoothness of concentration including the establishment of a base,
or bases, and the organization of lines
of
supply are
important factors towards securing an initial advantage,
which will have a great influence on the course of a campaign.
strategical concentration of the scattered resources of
the British Empire, with its distant commitments, is usually
a slow process and is dependent on an adequate command
of the sea and air being maintained.
small force or the
garrison of a threatened possession may have to act as a
covering force against superior enemy bodies until an expedition for its reinforcement can be organized.

—

—

A

A

Overseas expeditions
Movement (War), 1933 Chapter IX)
1. An overseas expedition will be the normal role of a
British force in war. Plans drawn up in peace will therefore provide for the collection and fitting of ships (Manual of
Movement (War), 1933, Sees. 8 and 14), the despatch of units,
after mobilization, to ports of embarkation, their embarkation and the voyage to the theatre of operations.
The
6.

{See also

Manual

of

responsibility for all arrangements for the voyage lies with
the navy and the Board of Trade: the safety of the transports from attack while at sea is the responsibility of the
navy and air force in their respective spheres. The loading
of ships at the port of embarkation and their order of
despatch must be very carefully planned with regard to the
probable requirements at the point of disembarkation, more
especially so if a landing on enemy territory is to be undertaken (Sec. 7).

Chap.
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2. Overseas expeditions present two very different problems according to whether the disembarkation of the force
is likely to be opposed or not.
The problem when the
landing is likely to be opposed by land and possibly at sea,
as well as from the air, is discussed in Sec. 7. If disembarkation is not liable to interference, except by hostile air action,
it will usually take place at a harbour or harbours, selected

capacity and general convenience, their defensiagainst air attack and their position as regards the
communications into the zone of operations (see Sec. 8)
for

their

bility

3. Details
of the officers and troops
(including, when
necessary, a covering force) required to precede the army
to the theatre of war, and to make the preparatory arrangements for its disembarkation, accommodation, protection
and movements to the theatre of operations, are laid down in
the Manual of Movement (War), 1933, Sec. 54. The officer
appointed to command, until the arrival of the commanderin-chief, will take all necessary steps to secure the disembarkation and concentration areas of the field force against enemy
action; will establish relations with the civil authorities and
assume such measure of civil control as is necessary; and
will organize an intelligence service and measures for censor-

ship.
4.

It

is

essential

to

organize

as

early

as

possible

the

measures of air defence for the protection of the disembarkaThis will include the
tion and concentration of the force.
immediate organization of an air defence observer system to
give warning to the air force fighter squadrons and to the
anti-aircraft defences of the approach of enemy aircraft.
7.
1.

Opposed landings

of a force on enemy territory in the face
is always a difficult and often a hazardous

The landing

of opposition
undertaking, which requires elaborate preparation by all
three Services. The details of such preparation are outside
the scope of this manual, in which only a general outline of
such an operation can be given. Owing to the time required
for the preparations and for the collection or manufacture
of the necessary material, a landing operation on a large
scale cannot usually be launched until some time after the
outbreak of war.

[Chap.
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2. A force of any size can hardly keep the field without
the possession of a port, accessible in all weathers, where
stores and reinforcements can be landed and casualties
evacuated. Unless therefore the operation is merely a raid,
its first purpose is likely to be to secure a seaport as a base
for further action.
Since all ports and harbours are likely
to be strongly defended, the initial landing will usually be
on the open beach in as favourable a position as possible
for an advance on the required port.
3. An expedition of this type is faced with many hazards:
the mining of the approaches to the enemy's coast; attack
by enemy warships, including submarines; strong defences
and obstacles or contamination by gas at the most suitable
points for landing; attacks by enemy aircraft before and
during disembarkation; the uncertainty of weather conditions.
Local command of the sea and superiority in the
air at the time and place of landing are essentials of success,
and surprise is a necessary element. The landing force is
usually organized in two parts: a covering force and a
main body. The role of the covering force, which is composed of armoured fighting vehicles, when available, infantry
and artillery, is to gain the first footing and to cover the
landing of the main body. Where conditions are favourable
for their use and craft are available to transport them to the
shore, tanks may form the first flight of the covering force.
The landing may be supported by the fire of warships and
by air reconnaissance and bombardment.

8.

The

overseas base and lines of communication

For a

field force the overseas base will usually be established in the vicinity of a port or ports in allied, friendly or
The organization of such a base and of
hostile territory.
the line of communications from it is dealt with in the
Manual of Movement (War), 1933, Chapters II, VIII, X.
1.

If the line of

communications

is

very long,

it

may sometimes

become necessary to establish the base nearer to the scene
of operations.
2. The security of its base and of its lines of supply is
essential to an army; one of the principal devices of strategy
lies in attacking or threatening the enemy's communications
while safeguarding one's own. The protection of the base
will be principally a matter of protection against air attack,
the details of which will be found in the Manual of Anti-
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Aircraft Defence (Army Units), Vol. II. Since attacks from
the air may be made from the earliest moment and are
most dangerous during the initial concentration and establishment of the base, air defence troops should, if possible,
precede the remainder of the force. The defence against air
attack of a base port sited immediately on the coast presents
difficulties owing to the lack of depth on the seaward side.
The protection of the base against raids by mobile forces
may also be necessary (see Field Service Regulations,
Vol. II, 1935, Chapter V).

The operations, and indeed the existence, of an army
dependent on free communication with the
base or bases from which come its munitions, reinforcements
Generally
speaking, the most favourable conand stores.
3.

in the field are

when it directly covers its principal line
when that line runs back behind
i.e,
the army at right angles to the front on which

dition for a force
of

is

communications,

the centre of

the army is operating, since it is then most difficult for the
enemy to attack or threaten the communications without
exposing his own.
Where, however, the principal communications run obliquely from the front or lie behind one
flank of the army, the situation is likely to be comparatively
disadvantageous, since the enemy may be enabled to attack
the communications without a corresponding risk to his own.
The possession of an alternative base and line of supply,
or the ability to change the line of supply, confers on a force
a great advantage in freedom of manoeuvre, and may afford
an opportunity to surprise the enemy by an unexpected
The sea power of the
change in the line of operation.
British Empire has often been of great value in this respect
The possibility of changing the base and line
in the past.
of supply is, however, affected by the size of armies and
their requirements in material; a small lightly equipped
force has obviously a greater opportunity to make use of
Careful previous planning is necessary to
this advantage.

enable a rapid change to be made.
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III

THE PRELIMINARIES TO BATTLE
9.

Strategical reconnaissance

(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935,

Chapter IV)
1.

The commander-in-chief

will

require

from the

—

first

during the strategical concentration of his force to supplement the existing information regarding the strength and
movements of the enemy and the topographical features of
the theatre of war by reconnaissance on the part of his air
force contingent and mobile forces, as well as by the other
means of information open to his intelligence service. The
commander-in-chief, higher commanders and staff officers
should also take every opportunity of personal reconnaissance
of the area likely to be the scene of operations.
It will
often be desirable to supplement ground observation by
observation from the air; and there will be occasions when
air observation will be the best, or indeed the only, means
for a commander to obtain a good general view of an area.
For the commanders of armoured troops, such as tank
brigades, topographical reconnaissance is of especial importance.
2. Strategical reconnaissance will be mainly the work of
the air force and is dealt with in Employment of Air Forces
with the Army in the Field, 1933, Sec. 17. The information
obtained by the air force may be supplemented and confirmed by mechanized forces or mounted troops according to
the suitability of the ground for their operations. Armoured
cars will be specially valuable for long-distance reconnaissance owing to their speed and radius of action. The degree
to which they will be supported by other armoured troops
Mounted troops
will depend on circumstances (Sec. 10, 4).
will only be used for distant reconnaissance when the ground
is unsuitable for mechanical vehicles and the information
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the effort necessary.
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important to justify

The opening moves

(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935,
Chapter III)

In the movement of units or formations from the port
disembarkation to the concentration area by rail, by
road, by water or by a combination of these the strategical
situation, e.g. the need of haste; the tactical situation, e.g.
the dangers of attack by the enemy's aircraft and mobile
force; and administrative considerations, e.g. the comfort
of the troops and the utilization to the best advantage of
the accommodation and means of transportation available,
must all be given due weight. From the administration
point of view, it is desirable that the movement, if by road
should be made on a broad front so as to use all available
billeting and other resources; that separate roads should,
where possible, be given to formations of varying mobility
so that each can move at the pace best suited to it; and that
marches should be comparatively short until men and animals
are hardened. The danger of air attack or the requirements
of secrecy may, however, make it necessary for moves to
be made at night (see paragraph 8, below, and Field Service
Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Chapter VIII), and the requirements of the strategical or tactical situation may demand
1.

of

—

some

—

sacrifice of administrative advantages.

Once the concentration is completed, readiness for
manoeuvre and action will, unless the enemy is still at a
considerable distance, be the guiding factor in the order
and direction of the march and the disposition of the troops
at rest. The aim of the army may be to seek out and defeat
the enemy forces; to cover a certain area or point of
2.

strategical importance; to relieve a beleaguered garrison;
or to gain any other objective of strategical importance.
Since concentration will usually have taken place at a
certain distance from the probable scene of operations
(Sec. 5), the first movement is likely to be a forward one,
and, in view of the value of time in war, should be made as
soon as possible after the force is ready. It may sometimes
be necessary to move forward a portion of the force for some
purpose to delay the enemy and gain time, for example
before the concentration of the remainder is complete.

—
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The direction and order

of the initial movement are of
importance, since errors in the original dispositions
of a large force are very hard to correct.
This applies
equally to mechanized forces, with which the speed of
operations allows little margin for change of plan. A commander who has decided, in pursuit of his aim, to move
his force in any required direction, has to take decisions on
vital

some or
i.

ii.

all

of the following:

—

What

instructions to give to his air force component,

How

to

use his mobile troops:
for reconnaissance;
movements of the main body; to hamper
the enemy's movements; to draw enemy forces in a
required direction; or for any other special mission,
to cover the

iii.

In what general formation to move the main body:
on a wide front; in depth; or in echelon, from a
flank or from the centre,

iv.

v.

Whether to move by day or under cover of darkness,
To what extent the comfort of the troops can be
studied, or must be sacrificed
tactical requirements,

vi.

to

strategical

and

What

detachments from the main force are necessary
the security of the base or bases and line of
supply or for any other purposes.
for

Some

of the considerations that

in his decisions

may

guide a commander

on these questions are given in the succeeding

paragraphs.
3. The
air force component, in addition to strategical
reconnaissance, may be employed to gain air superiority,
to impose delay on the enemy concentration and forward
move, and possibly in certain theatres for photography for
Further information regarding the
mapping purposes.
employment of the air force component will be found in
Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 8, and in
the Manual of Employment of Air Forces with the Army in
the Field, 1932, Chapter III.

mobile forces at the disposal of a commander,
4. The
whether of armoured or unarmoured troops, may be used
If the information of the enemy's
in a variety of ways.
dispositions is uncertain and scanty, it may be necessary
to use the bulk of the mobile forces to break through the
enemy's protective screen and to gain intelligence of his
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distribution and movements. Or it may be so important to
conceal one's own designs that the mobile troops will be
used as a protective force. Or they may be given a special
mission to delay the enemy, to attack his communications
or to mislead him and draw him in a desired direction. Or,
if the information is reasonably complete and there is no
need or opportunity for a special mission, the commander
may decide to keep them intact for use in the main battle.
If mobile forces are employed on a special mission, it will
usually be advisable to allot aircraft for reconnaissance
duties to work directly under the commander of the mobile
troops.
5. Since the majority of the fighting troops still consist
of horsed artillery and infantry moving on foot, whose rate
of progress governs the pace of operations as a whole, the
considerations given in the following paragraphs have reference mainly to marching columns; but they will apply also
to mechanized movement, which is likely to become more
general with progress in mechanization (e.g. of artillery and
of the first-line transport of infantry) and must therefore
receive increasing attention.
6.

Generally speaking, a force

may move in linear formamay use some combination

tion, in de^)th or in echelon; or it

The advantages of a linear formation, in which
of these.
the army moves in a number of parallel columns covering
a wide front, are that it gives facilities for envelopment of
the enemy's forces, enables the whole army to be put into
action rapidly and makes maintenance relatively easy. It is
in fact the simplest form of movement for a large force,
provided that sufficient good roads are available. Also it
leaves the enemy uncertain as to where the main strength
lies.
Its chief disadvantage is that little manoeuvre or
change of direction is possible, and, if the enemy's position
or intentions have been miscalculated, the columns may be
exposed to defeat in detail. An army disposed in depth, on
the other hand, can manoeuvre more readily in any direction,
but requires more time to deploy: its maintenance is more
difficult than that of a similar force in line, since more
troops have to be supplied by the same route.
movement
in echelon is a compromise between movement in line and

A

movement

depth: it has more depth and power of
manoeuvre than a formation in line, while possessing similar
advantages of rapid deployment and ease of maintenance;
in
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on the other hand, it may expose the force to defeat in
detail and has somewhat less power of manoeuvre than a
formation in depth.
A wholly mechanized force is very dependent on the
number and direction of the roads or on the possibility of
It can, however, more safely be
cross-country movement.
spread out, both on a wide front on a number of roads and
in depth along any particular road, since it can close in or
close up with much greater rapidity than a marching force.
In calculating moves by mechanized columns, it is the
"road time" (i.e. the number of hours taken by a unit or
formation to cover the required distance) that should be
taken into account; the "road space" taken up has not
the same importance as with marching columns. For details
of movements by M.T. or bus columns, see Field Service
Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 27.
7. The order of march within the various columns will be
determined in accordance with the tactical situation and
with considerations for the comfort of the troops. Units
will march in the order in which they are likely to come
into action; but mechanized units forming part of a nonmechanized formation should move either by bounds in rear
of the formation or on a separate road.
As regards protection on the line of march, see Field Service Regulations,
Vol. II, 1935, Chapter V. The position of corps and army
troops will depend on the situation. It should, for instance,
be possible to foresee whether and where bridging equipment
will be required; the bridging park, if not likely to be
needed for some time, may be one or more days' march in
Armoured troops, if not used in advance of the main
rear.
columns, may move at some distance in rear, since their
mobility enables them to reach the front rapidly when
required.
The direction of their movement will depend
largely on the topography of the country, i.e. the suitability
of various areas for their operations.
8. Movement by night lessens the probability of detection
and attack by the enemy air force, but impairs the physical
condition of the troops if carried out for prolonged periods,
since they cannot obtain the same amount of rest by day
as by night, especially mounted troops, whose horses require
If a prolonged period o-f night
attention during the day.
movement is undertaken, special arrangements must be
made to enable the troops to obtain the maximum of rest
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during the daytime. The movement of mechanical vehicles
is slow. (See Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
The surprise aimed at by night movements
1935, Sec. 79.)
may be lost unless careful arrangements are made to keep
the whole force concealed during the hours of daylight.

by night

9. If the enemy is using gas, he may attempt to inflict
casualties and impose delay by gas spraying and gas bombing by aircraft during the movement into the concentration
areas and in the early stages of a forward move from the
Protection against spray attack must
concentration areas.
therefore receive consideration in the disposition of troops
The
in the concentration area and in the forward march.
mobile troops operating in advance may find areas, such
(See Field
as defiles, contaminated with persistent gas.
Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 40.)

11. Manoeuvre

and stratagem

Stratagems are the means by which an enemy is
deceived and misled; manoeuvre is movement that aims at
inducing or forcing him into an unfavourable position.
Practically all stratagems and manoeuvres in war are variations on a few simple themes, such as the spreading of false
information; attack or threat against the line of communica1.

tions; a disposition of forces that threatens two or more of
the enemy's vulnerable points and leaves him in doubt which
the real objective; the use of detachments to induce
is
dispersion or prevent concentration of the hostile forces;
or probably the oldest of all stratagems a retreat to draw
them on to ground where they can be attacked with advantage. An aptitude for stratagem is a very valuable gift in
a commander; but over-elaboration of manoeuvre is dangerous; movements in war should be as simple as possible,
since the possibility of error is great, even in simple

—

—

movements.
2. A
commander in war receives so much misleading
information in any case, without any deliberate misguidance
from his enemy, that it may seem superfluous to add to it.
Skilfully conveyed false information has, however, often
great influence on the mind of the opponent and the course
of operations.
It can be spread through spies, the press,
wireless messages, prisoners or documents purposely allowed
to fall into the enemy's hands and other agencies. It must
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be composed and conveyed with skill, should not be haphazard, but should fit in with the general impression that a
commander wishes the enemy to receive from movements
that he is bound to observe. Thus, information exaggerating
the size and misrepresenting the intentions of a detachment
sent to induce dispersion of the hostile forces may assist it
to accomplish its purpose: but to spread reports of which
the opposing commander can quickly ascertain the falsity
is

of little value.

Manoeuvre against an enemy's communications may
have as its aim actually to> cut the enemy off from his base
and force him to surrender or fight at a disadvantage; or,
3.

him to disperse his forces for
The manoeuvre or threat may be made by
The interception of
the whole army or by a detachment.

by a threat

to do so, to cause

their protection.

an enemy's communications is usually decisive: the danger
that an army can rarely approach its opponent's communications without exposing its own.
A threat by a
detachment at some other vulnerable point may also be used
is

dispersion.
The general aim of all strategical
in fact, to upset the equilibrium of the enemy
commander; to cause him to disperse his forces so that
they can be beaten in detail; to take advantage of the
geographical features of a theatre of war; and to bring
about battle in the most favourable conditions. No formula
or set of principles can assure success: there are no
recognized openings or gambits in war, as there are in
chess; each strategical problem must be dealt with on its
merits as a problem in geography, in time and space
calculations, in organization, and above all in knowledge of
human nature. It is not sufficient that a commander should
make no mistakes; he must cause his enemy to make
to

induce

manoeuvre

is,

A

commander's plans must always remain flexible
mistakes.
and capable of adaptation to changing circumstances and
the enemy's counter-moves.

from purely protective detachments to guard
4. Apart
the communications and base, strategical manoeuvre will
often require detachments at a distance from the main army.
The purposes for which such detachments may be made
have already been indicated to induce separation of the
enemy's forces by threatening some point vital to him or
to prevent the junction of hostile forces that are already
separated are the two principal aims for which large

—
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detachments are made;

—

but

there

are

other

occasions

offensive or defensive
that will require, or may seem to
require, detachments large or small.
Since every detachment weakens the main body that is directed at the principal
objective, the aim should be that detachments should be as
few and as small as possible. On the other hand, a skilfully
planned and well-handled detachment may enable results
to be achieved that could never have been obtained by keeping the whole force united; a detachment that occasions the
employment of a larger detachment by the enemy may
obviously contribute greatly to the success of an operation.
Thus in the discernment that decides when to make and when
to withhold a detachment; in the judgment that chooses
its task and determines its strength, so that it has the power
to accomplish its object and no more; and in the ability to
select a suitable commander and to instruct him appropriately lies a great part of the art of strategy. Not every
competent subordinate commander is a good commander of
a detachment, who must be a man of broad outlook, since
he has to consider the interests of the main body and the
aims of the operation as a whole; must be ready to accept
responsibility and act on general instructions rather than on
definite orders; and must be completely loyal, since he
may have to sacrifice the best interests of his detachment
in furtherance of the aims of the main body.
Recent inventions have to some extent modified some of
the dangers and difficulties of detachments.
Improvements
in communication, in particular the use of wireless and of
aeroplanes, enable closer touch to be kept between the
detached force and the main body; while means of
mechanical movement may be used to give a detachment
such mobility -that it can accomplish its purpose and still
rejoin the main body in time for the decisive battle.
The
enemy, however, is likely to enjoy similar advantages, so
that to outwit him and to join battle under favourable conditions will require the same qualities of judgment and warcraft, only geared up to a, higher speed.
5. The influence on operations of natural obstacles, such
as rivers and wooded areas, will always require a commander's
Modern developments in fighting
earnest consideration.
machines, in transport and in equipment are likely greatly
to increase the use and effect of water lines as obstacles.
The forcing of a water line held by the enemy is a delicate
operation, and a turning movement, using the water line as
43419—5
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If a water line
a screen, is usually advisable, if possible.
held by the enemy has to be forced, success will depend on
factors similar to those necessary in any other attack, i.e.
a wise selection of the points of attack, careful preparation,
arrangements to secure surprise, and swift action (see also
Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Chapter VI). In
defending a water line, a commander may usually adopt
one of two courses. He may hold the whole line in strength
and endeavour to prevent the enemy from crossing the
water at all; or he may keep the main part of his force at
a little distance from the riVer or canal, with the intention
of counter-attacking the enemy when a part of his troops
have crossed, and his army is divided by the obstacle.
normal scale of transport, baggage and equipment,
6.
as well as a normal scale of rations, is laid down for all parts
of an army in the field according to the general conditions
of the campaign.
But a commander must always be prepared to modify these scales for a particular operation
in which a special effort is required. By reducing his impedimenta and placing his troops for a time on hard rations,
he can often obtain such advantages in mobility and swiftness
of movement as will go far towards ensuring the success
of an operation. The one commodity that cannot be reduced
is the amount of fuel required to move a mechanical vehicle
a given distance: whether the normal scales of ammunition
can safely be reduced must depend on the circumstances
of the operation.

A

12.

The plan of

battle

usually the decisive act in land warfare.
It
may occasionally happen that successful manoeuvre enables
the objective to be attained without serious fighting: on
the other hand, a favourable strategical situation, secured
by greater readiness or by superior adroitness in manoeuvre,
may be lost by failure in battle; or a dangerous crisis may
Therefore, the plan for
be averted by tactical success.
battle the choice between giving or accepting combat at
once or manoeuvring for a more favourable opportunity;
the decision to take the offensive or to stand on the defensive; the selection of the ground to fight on; the deployment
is likely to spell the success or failure
of the force for action
of the whole operation. Quickness in arriving at a decision
and firmness in executing it are essential requirements;
1.

Battle

is

—

—
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The better the arrangehesitation and delay are fatal.
ments that have been made to secure information, the easier
it is to make a right choice; but plans will always have to
be made on probabilities sometimes even on guesses not
on certainties. No commander ever yet made a plan of
battle that could not have been improved with better information and more time; but to postpone a decision because
the information is incomplete is a frequent cause of the loss
of vital time, the passing of the initiative to the enemy
and consequent failure. It may be that the details of a
battle plan cannot be determined until after considerable
fighting by the advanced troops, but the sooner that the
general outline is made the better. The simpler the plan,
the more likely it is to succeed; complicated plans are

—

—

dangerous.
2. The first choice lies between
engaging in battle or
manoeuvring for a greater advantage before forcing or accepting it; the second choice, if battle is decided on, is between
attacking or taking up a position to await attack. If the
enemy is found occupying a prepared position of his own
choosing, it will usually be prudent to manoeuvre him out
or, if the enemy is found
of it, if circumstances permit:
in unexpected strength or so advantageously placed that the
chances of battle are in his favour, it may be advisable to
avoid a general action by withdrawal.

If decision by battle is chosen, or if the circumstances
are such that battle cannot be avoided, a commander must
determine whether to strike the first blow or to await attack,
The strategical object or situation may dictate offensive
or defensive tactics: thus a force that is endeavouring to
relieve a besieged army will usually have to attack any
force between itself and the besieged place, if it is to fulfil
its mission; while the force covering the siege can often
This is not inachieve its object by acting defensively.
variably so: the relieving force may decide to wait for
reinforcements and the covering force to attack before the
Similarly, two separated forces
reinforcements arrive.
advancing to unite will usually adopt a vigorous offensive,
while a force that is endeavouring to hold them apart and to
defeat them in detail will usually act defensively against
one force and offensively against the other. Again, a commander whose force has reached such a strategical position,
e.g. astride the enemy's communications, that his opponent
is forced to attack in order to retrieve his fortunes may decide
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advantage to await the attack. No
down: nor does one force invariably

attack and the other continually defend during the course
of a battle; there are usually alternations of attack and
defence; often part of a force will defend and part attack.

Though the respective

advantages and disadvantages
and defence change to a certain extent with the
development of weapons and organization, the pyschological
Thus the moral advantage of the
factors remain constant.
attack is a feeling of superiority, which will be increased if
the material advantages the power to select the point of
attack and to concentrate superior force at it are used to
obtain surprise and a preliminary success.
The defender
meanwhile is liable to suffer from the uncertainties and misgivings of one who has with insufficient information to
wait on events and on his opponents' will: but he may gain
a compensating feeling of confidence from the strength that
the fire power of modern weapons gives to the defence;
while a repulse with heavy losses will cause a depressing
reaction on the morale of the attackers. But defence, however successful, can seldom bring anything but a negative
result; for positive results a change to the offensive is almost
This change is a difficult matter, and
always necessary.
demands high qualities of skill and resolution from the
commander, if he is to remain undisturbed by the enemy's
attacks; to judge correctly the time to make his own; to
keep intact a general reserve sufficient at least to initiate
the counter-offensive; and to inspire the mental change that
will be necessary to turn a defending force into an assault3.

of attack

—

—

—

—

ing one (see also Sec. 26).
4. When a commander's intention is to gain time, he must
decide whether he is more likely to achieve his object by
occupying a position on which he is prepared to withstand
assault or by acting with the same general methods as a
rearguard (Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 48),
i.e. taking up a series of positions in front of which the enemy
must deploy for attack, and then withdrawing before the
enemy can come to close quarters. The decision must depend
on the extent to which ground can be given up; the time
for which the enemy is to be delayed; and the possibility
of securing the flanks against an enveloping movement if a
position is taken up to await attack.
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units, of which only a small number are
in the present state of military development, to be
available in the opening stages of a war, will exercise a
great and possibly a decisive influence on manoeuvre and
5.

Armoured

likely,

on the battle plan. Their mobility and striking power make
them a valuable instrument of manoeuvre; they may be
used to compel the enemy, by attack or threat of attack, to
disperse much of his strength in protective detachments;
or they may drive in his reconnoitring and protective troops
and prevent his obtaining information; or may force the
enemy infantry formations behind some anti-tank obstacle.
If, however, they are despatched to too great a distance or
used up to too great an extent, they may be prevented from
playing an important part in the battle, for which they
will always be required.

13. First contact

and deployment for

battle

Though the general plan should have been determined
before contact, partly by the strategical mission of the force,
partly by the information received during the concentration
1.

and advance, the detailed tactical plan will only be formed
after actual contact and fighting has disclosed more or less
accurately the strength of the enemy, the extent of his
front, the position of his flanks and his apparent intentions.
However good the information available before contact may
seem, a commander must be prepared to revise his ideas in
the light of the information disclosed by actual fighting,
though he must not allow himself to be influenced unduly
or too easily diverted from his original purpose by finding
the situation not exactly in accordance with his anticipations.
2. Success
in the first engagements between the reconnoitring and protective troops on either side is important,
since it will enable further information to be obtained and
is likely to upset the plans of the opposing commander and
to disturb his judgment: vigorous action should therefore
be the usual role of the advanced troops at this stage.
Commanders of columns should be well forward so as to
obtain early information, to act quickly and to influence the
action of their leading troops in accordance with the
intentions of the commander of the force.
3. Generally speaking, there are two methods of fighting
an offensive battle in open warfare.
One consists in
deploying the whole force on a broad front from the first
and advancing vigorously, with the object of overlapping
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one or both flanks of the enemy and threatening envelopThis method is simple, and, if successful, decisive:
ment.
it
is likely to be effective
against an enemy inferior in
numbers, armament and morale, and may succeed against
an equal or superior enemy: the dangers are that the whole
force is committed at once and loses its power of manoeuvre.
The commander can influence the battle only by his original
dispositions and directions; he has no reserves with which
to manoeuvre, except those that he may succeed in constituting during the battle.
The alternative method is to engage the enemy along his
whole front with part of the force while keeping in hand
the largest possible general reserve with which to strike
when the preparatory action has fixed the enemy's attention, used up his reserves and disclosed his weak points.
This method aims at ensuring that the decisive blow, when
struck, shall be made at the right place and the right time:
the difficulties lie in ascertaining when the right time has
come and in moving the general reserve to the right place
without delay.
The larger the forces engaged, the more
this will be.
difficult
A compromise between the two
methods, in which the bulk of the forces are deployed early,
while a comparatively small proportion is kept in hand to
meet later developments, may be effective where large
forces are concerned.
The offensive battle is further discussed in Chapter V.
Deployment and preparations for the defensive battle are
dealt with in Chapter VI.
any deployment and preparation for battle, the
4. In
organization in rear of the battle-front must receive careful
attention if congestion and confusion are to be avoided.
Routes for various purposes the forward movement of
reserve units or formations, of ammunition and of supplies;
the backward movement of casualties, of empty ammunition
and supply vehicles must be allocated and must be carefully
controlled by the provost corps: posts to deal with refugees
and civilian traffic must be established: signal communications must be protected from damage.
Failure to organize
the area effectively may have serious results on the tactical
conduct of the battle, since reinforcements in troops, in
munitions and in supplies will be delayed; messages or
liaison personnel may fail to arrive; and traffic congestion
may have disastrous consequences if a withdrawal should

—

—

become necessary.
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If the enemy is using gas, his methods of attack with
will vary as the troops come into close contact. Air spray
on forward troops will be unlikely owing to the uncertainty
5.

it

as to the area that may be contaminated: main bodies or
reserves, large concentrations of transport, bivouac areas
and rear organizations may still be subjected to this form
As deployment takes place and main bodies
of attack.
come into contact, other methods of employing gas may
In view, however, of the difficulties of
be encountered.
getting forward large supplies of ammunition and special
material, it is unlikely that heavy concentrations will be

though projector attacks on limited areas may be
expected.
Details of the enemy's methods, of the nature
of the gas encountered, and of the localities in which it is
being used will give valuable indication of the enemy's
intentions, and should be reported at once.
(See also Sec.
10, 9, and Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sees.
met;

10, 40, 44.)
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CHAPTER

Sec. 14.

IV

THE COMMAND AND CONTROL OF HIGHER
FORMATIONS
14.

The commander

The amount of direct personal
mander exercises should always be

influence that a comgreat as possible;
It is
it will, however, vary with the size of his command.
the duty of every commander from the highest downwards
to see for himself the battlefield over which his command
is to fight, to ascertain the situation and the morale of his
troops by frequent personal visits to his formations and
units, and to show himself to his troops whenever possible.
Aircraft enable a higher commander to get a general (but
not a detailed) view of the battlefield that is often valuable.
In addition, they allow him to pay frequent visits to lower
or flank formations without waste of time.
1.

as

2. During
the battle, all commanders in their degree
must keep in close and constant touch with the fighting
troops, and must be prepared to intervene personally in the

conduct of the battle, when necessary. To obtain a clear
and accurate idea of the real situation is the most difficult
problem of a higher commander in battle, and the difficulty
increases with the distance of his headquarters from the
front. The timely collection and confirmation of information
will demand the full utilization of air reconnaissance, ground
intelligence, the service of liaison officers and the reports of
subordinate commanders; rapid transmission must be facilitated by the organization of the signal service. These means
should be supplemented by personal visits of the commander
and officers of his staff. Such visits enable the higher commander to see and gauge for himself the tactical situation
and the conditions and the morale of his troops, and to use
his personality to maintain the confidence of his subordinate
commanders and the fighting troops.
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3. When a commander is absent from his headquarters
to visit his subordinate commanders or for any other purpose,
he must leave in charge a responsible officer, who must
know his commander's intended movements, so that urgent
messages can reach him, and also his plans, so as to be able
to deal with the situation if necessary.

15. Liaison officers

In addition to his own personal visits, and those of his
staff officers, a commander may keep himself informed of
the situation of his subordinate formations and convey
orders and information to them by means of liaison officers
(see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 16, 8).
1.

2. A liaison officer for each immediately subordinate formation is included in the establishments of corps H.Qs.
and G.H.Q. In divisions and in cavalry and infantry brigades,
officers or N.C.Os. selected from subordinate formations
and units, are attached to headquarters temporarily during

active operations.
The duties of liaison officers are to provide a closer touch
between the headquarters concerned than is possible by other
means; to convey the higher commander's orders, and, when
necessary, forecasts of his intentions, to his subordinate
commanders; to bring information of the situation in the
forward area to the higher commander at frequent intervals,
generally at the end of definite phases of an operation; and
to keep flank formations informed of the course of events
and of future intentions, and to obtain similar information

from them.

Whether they should be located at the headquarters of
commander or at the subordinate headquarters

the higher

depend on whether the conveyance of orders or of
information of the situation is more important for the time
being; the decision will rest with the higher commander.
will

3. The usefulness of liaison officers will depend to a great
In
extent on the provision of means of rapid transport.
higher formations, intercommunication aircraft, when available, will be most valuable; otherwise light cars should
In smaller formations, transport
normally be provided.
will have to be improvised according to the means available.
Special arrangements for signal communication may sometimes be required.
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The

16.

A

location

Sec. 16.

and movement of headquarters

commander must

select the site of his headquarters
as early as possible, since on it will depend the lay-out of
the signal communications.
The site selected should be
1.

where he is best placed to receive information from the
front and from the rear; whence he can easily reach and
control his supporting arms and his immediate subordinates,
especially the commander of his reserve; and whence he
exercise a personal influence on the course of events.
as central to his command as possible, so that
he obtains a balanced view of the situation and is not liable
to be distracted by local incidents that affect only a part of
his command.
Other important factors are the existence of

'can

It

must be

accommodation, concealment from air observation
and security against interference by hostile mobile troops.
The comparative importance of these factors will vary

sufficient

according to the size of the formation. However carefully
the site has been selected, the location of headquarters will
be disclosed to hostile aircraft unless traffic in its vicinity
is properly controlled.
Facilities for close liaison with air force formations or
units are an important factor in the siting of higher headquarters. The headquarters of the air force contingent should
be located where it will be in close touch with G-.H.Q.
Similarly, the headquarters of air formations or units operating under a subordinate commander should be located as
The proximity of
near as possible to his headquarters.
suitable aerodromes or landing grounds will therefore have
to be considered when the site for the military headquarters

concerned

is

selected.

The work carried out at the headquarters of higher
formations, by the staff and representatives of services,
2.

sifting of information
of plans and the issue
of orders for the conduct of operations; and, secondly, of
measures necessary for the maintenance and administration
of the formation. The total volume of this work is so great
that the headquarters of the larger formations cannot be

and
and the preparation

consists, firstly, of the collection

from

all sources,

moved without considerable interference with efficiency. In
principle, therefore, the movements of headquarters should
be as infrequent as possible; and, when it is necessary to
move, the interruption of work should be reduced to a

minimum by

the

timing

and arrangement

of

the

move,
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especially if aircraft are being used for intercommunication
(see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 8, 4).

allow headquarters to move sufficiently
3. In order to
far forward during active operations, it may be necessary
for the commander of a formation to form a rear headquarters consisting of the staff officers or representatives of
services who are not immediately required at headquarters
The work of headquarters
for the control of operations.
will then be limited to the conduct of operations and to
administrative matters having a direct bearing on them.
All correspondence dealing with matters of routine, or with
administrative subjects not having an immediate bearing on
the operations, will be sent to the rear headquarters. This
splitting of headquarters leads to a certain loss of efficiency
and should only be done for good reason and for as short a
time as possible.

marches, the headquarters of cavalry and
4. During
infantry brigades will move with their troops or by short
bounds, so as to keep in touch with their units and the
situation: the headquarters of a division may make two or
three bounds during a day's march, a rear headquarters
being established so as to lessen the size of the moving
headquarters.
corps headquarters, which depends largely on air reports
for its information, and has to deal continuously with many
vital problems of administration, in addition to the control
of operations, should seldom be moved more than once each
Thus the problem of keeping near a
twenty-four hours.
suitable landing ground will be simplified and the necessity
of establishing a rear headquarters may be avoided. Touch
be notified in advance of the new location and of the time
less, by personal visits and by liaison officers.

A

5.

When

it

is

intended to move a headquarters, sufficient

warning should be given to permit of adequate reconnaissance of the new site and to enable signal communications
be established there before the move takes place. Superior
and subordinate headquarters and flank formations should
be notified in advance of the new location and of the time
at which the headquarters will open there.
to

6. In order to enable the signal service to operate satisfactorily, it will frequently be advisable for a higher forma-
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tion to specify in operation orders routes to be followed
the headquarters of subordinate commanders.

by

7. As contact with the enemy is gained, and the information enables plans for battle to be framed, all headquarters
should be well forward, and all formations may often find
advisable to establish rear headquarters.
Good comit
munications with air force landing grounds, which often
cannot be placed very far forward, must be maintained.
As regards headquarters in a withdrawal, see Sec. 28.
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CHAPTER V
THE OFFENSIVE BATTLE
(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935,

Chapter VI)
17.

Envelopment and penetration

The commander who,

after weighing up the factors
outlined in Chapter III, has decided on or before gaining
contact with the enemy, that he will adopt the offensive,
will usually be faced with the alternatives of attempting to
envelop one or both of the hostile flanks, or of penetrating
Sometimes a
the enemy's front at one or more points.
combination of envelopment and penetration may appear
to offer the best prospects of success. Much will depend on
the disposition in which his forces approach the battlefield,
If the army is
i.e. on a broad front or in depth (Sec. 10).
already disposed on a broad front and the dispositions of
the enemy have been correctly estimated, it may be sufficient
simply to continue the forward movement, the outer columns
wheeling inward against the enemy's flanks when located.
If, however, the force is more concentrated, or if the original
disposition has been made on a miscalculated estimate of
the enemy's movements and intentions, considerable movement of troops may be necessary before the enemy's flanks
can be found and enveloped.
Sometimes two forces that
have advanced to the battlefield from different directions
may be able to unite on the battlefield, one force attacking
the enemy in front and one in flank.
Such a manoeuvre,
however, requires careful timing to avoid the risk of defeat
1.

in detail.
2. The successful
envelopment of an enemy's flank has
usually a decisive result: it avoids his prepared defences,
upsets his plans, threatens his rear organization and line of
withdrawal and may exercise a destructive effect on his
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resist.
The advantages of envelopment
should be sought whenever possible, but it
must be borne in mind that the enemy will be fully aware
that his flanks are his sensitive points and will take steps
to protect them by reconnaissance, by the use of natural
features and by the positioning of his reserves. An obvious,
unskilful attempt to outflank a position is therefore likely
to find itself met by a strongly organized defence and may be
exposed to a pre-arranged counter-stroke. The opportunity
to assault the enemy on the flank must be made by previous
manoeuvre, by superior mobility, by use of the cover of
darkness or by ingenious deception of the enemy. It will
usually be necessary to engage the enemy on his front in
order to distract his attention and resources from the flank
attack.
Unless it has been possible during the preliminary
manoeuvring to place a sufficient part of the force in a
position to outflank the enemy, envelopment will require
more time and movement of troops than will a direct
attack, and surprise may thus be harder to obtain; it may
also involve a separation of force, during which the enemy
may find opportunity for a counter-stroke. If mobile troops
are available for the outflanking movement, the difficulty
of surprise and the danger of separation can more easily
be overcome.

morale and will to

of

the

flanks

3. If the enemy's flanks are unassailable by reason of
natural obstacles, such as marshes or thick bush, absence
of roads or lack of water, or are too strongly posted and
closely watched; if the time factor makes an outflanking
movement inadvisable; if the ground occupied by the enemy
offers better facilities for the co-operation of all arms; or if
the enemy has taken up, or has been forced by skilful
manoeuvring to take up, so wide a front that his defensive
organization has little solidity or depth, a direct assault with
a view to penetration may be the best, or indeed the only
practicable solution. Such an attack can often be organized
more simply and rapidly than a flank attack, and an initial
surprise and success may therefore be easier to procure.
Penetration of the enemy front is less likely to lead to
decisive results, since the enemy is usually driven back on
his line of communications: but penetration at two or
more places may be developed so as to lead to the envelopment and destruction of the hostile troops between them.
The main difficulty of the direct form of attack is to obtain
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superiority on a sufficient front and to maintain the
sufficient depth to enable
of the assault to a
the whole of the enemy's defensive system to be overrun:
penetration exposes the assaulting troops to counter-attack
on the flank as the advance progresses; the narrower the
front on which the penetration is made, the more dangerous
such counter-attack will be. Natural features should be used
to protect as far as possible the flanks of the penetration.
fire

momentum

4. Conditions as regards envelopment and penetration may
change in the course of a battle. Thus a force that has
successfully turned the flank of the enemy's prepared position
may, in its exploitation of this advantage, have to make a
frontal attack against the enemy reserves sent to oppose it,
or may have to meet a counter-attack against its own flank.
Or a force that has penetrated a part of its enemy's position
may be enabled to attack in flank the hostile troops on
either side of the gap that it has made. In fact the attack
and defence of flanks, on a large "or a small scale, will be a
prominent factor in all fighting. The aim must always be
to attack the enemy where he least expects it and is least
prepared, whether on the flank or in front, provided that
success in that quarter will bring adequate results.
All
attacks, even in the course of a successful enveloping movement, must to some extent be frontal: but, if the enemy
has been surprised, his resistance will be unorganized and
unprepared.

18.

The preparatory period

No

fixed rules for battle can belaid down, but generally
an offensive battle will have the following phases: the
preparatory stage; the main attack on the enemy's position,
carefully organized and prepared; the period of exploitation
by the reserves after initial success or of reconstruction
after failure; and pursuit, when the enemy has been driven
from the battlefield.
Though these phases are treated
separately in this manual in order to show the differences
in methods that each demands, they will seldom be as clearcut and distinct in actual practice, and will often tend to
merge into each other, without any marked interval.
1.

2. The aims of the preparatory period are to fix and
immobilize the enemy so far as possible before delivering
the main blow, and to gather the information on which to
base the detailed plan for that blow: the period usually

-
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develops out of the first contact between the reconnoitring
and protective troops; it includes the engagement and
overthrow of the enemy's protective troops (in an encounter
battle) or the capture of his outpost position (if he is
already standing on the defensive)
the deployment of the
force; and the making and issuing of a plan for the main
;

thrust.
3. If the direction

and scope of the main attack can be
determined beforehand, the distribution and role of the
majority of the troops can be decided at once. Otherwise
a part only of the force will be allotted tasks in the preparatory action, while the remainder is kept in hand for the
main attack. The size and position of this body will need
most careful consideration with regard to the communications available and the facilities for concealment from the
air. With small forces, it may be possible to place it in a
central position for use in any direction when the enemy's
weaknesses have been discovered.
But with large forces,
the approximate area where it will be used on one or other
flank or in the centre must be determined early and it
must be placed accordingly. The deployment of the force
and the position of the body kept in hand for the main
blow must be concealed as far as possible, and it may often
be advisable to move the bulk of the troops under cover of

—

—

darkness.
4. In the preparatory period, the aim should be to drive
in the hostile covering troops before the enemy's main body
has time either to develop an offensive movement or to
Decisions must be made quickly;
strengthen its defences.
and the procedure outlined in Field Service Regulations,
Vol. Ill, 1935, Sec. 56, for shortening the period of preparation in an attack by a unit should be applied also in principle
The good commander
to the methods of higher formations.
will always by practised economy make a little time go a
long way. Commanders must be well forward so as to get
Plans should be simple and quickly
early information.
made. The employment of tanks in the preparatory period
will often save time and give quicker results; but the
advantages of their use at this stage must always be balanced
against the possibility of thereby reducing their ability to
give full support to the main attack later on.
5. Reconnaissance, both from the ground and from the
air, and the rapid transmission of its results, is of the utmost
Ground reconnaissance will be
importance at this stage.
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directed especially to discover the extent of the enemy's
front and the position of his flanks, and will usually be one
of the principal tasks of the mobile troops.
Intensive air
action will be required to gain information of the enemy,
especially of the location of his reserves, and to hamper the
enemy's air reconnaissance.

19.

The main

attack

During the fighting in the preparatory period the main
attack will be planned and staged.
A commander will
seldom, if ever, have sufficient means of support at his
disposal to enable him to attack in strength along the whole
enemy front. He must select a part or parts for the main
attack and must devise means to hold the enemy on the
remainder of the front (paragraph 7, below). In selecting
the front for the main attack, he has to consider which
1.

portion offers the maximum results, the best chance of
surprising the enemy and the best opportunities of fruitful
exploitation; also which section of the ground best suits
the characteristics of his force in combination or of that
arm in particular on which he is principally relying the
power of his armoured troops, the skill of his infantry, the
weight of his artillery or the mobility of his mounted troops.
The aids he has to guide him in his selection are his deductions from the fighting in the preparatory phase; a close
study of the ground from the map, from aeroplane photographs, from personal reconnaissance on the ground and in
The
the air; and his military experience and judgment.
degree of training of his troops may influence his decision;
the less trained they are (as in the later stages of a
national war), the simpler must be the plan and the easier
the ground to which he commits them.

—

2. When the plan of attack has been decided in outline,
the commander of the force will usually assemble his subordinate commanders, staff officers and heads of services as
necessary, explain the intended operation, lay down a program of preparatory measures and discuss any points raised.
In position warfare, when the period of preparation may
extend, in attacks on a large scale against heavily entrenched
positions, over several weeks, such conferences may be held
at frequent intervals to discuss the progress of the preliminary work and to settle the details of the operations.
In such prolonged preparation secrecy will be important:
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the plan should be made known to subordinates only as
far as their part in the preparations necessitates, and the
greatest care must be exercised by all concerned to avoid
leakage of information.
The matters to be dealt with in the preparation of the
attack will include:
i.

ii.

The arrangements

for the assembly

from which the assault
iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

and concealment

of the force intended for the main attack,
The preparation of the front of attack, e.g. the
selection and marking (if necessary) of the place
will start,

The

artillery plan for the battle, the selection and
concealment of positions for reinforcing artillery,
the collection of the necessary ammunition, survey
arrangements,
The tank plan, and arrangements for dealing with any
wire on the enemy front.
The engineer plan of work, e.g. improvements of
communications in the forward area (in position
warfare, this may include the extension of light
railways and tramlines, the construction of headquarters, observation posts, etc.).
The provision of signal communications (in position
warfare, this may involve the burying of cables),
Administrative arrangements, e.g. medical supply,

provost, etc.
viii.

Plans for air reconnaissance, air bombardment and
for obtaining air superiority.

3. The arrangements to obtain surprise will fall under two
concealment of movements and intentions, and
heads:
The former lies mainly in the
deception of the enemy.
province of careful staff work movements by night, concealment of troops by day, hampering of air observation by
camouflage, prevention of leakage of information, and so
forth: and may be termed the negative side of the plan
for surprising the enemy. The positive side, i.e. the measures
directed towards misleading the enemy, require considerable
When it is impossible to conceal
thought and ingenuity.
altogether the preparations for attack, it may be advisable
to have preparations made at two or more places simultaneously, leaving the enemy in doubt as to which is the
The spreading of false information,
real point of attack.

—
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the execution of movements calculated to produce a wrong
impression, misleading activity by the artillery and by
Such
wireless sets are other expedients that may be used.
methods are, in principle, very old: the application of
modern means, such as action in the air, wireless telegraphy
and mechanical movement, provides much scope for novelty,
which is often the essence of successful surprise.
In position warfare, the difficulties of obtaining surprise
are increased (Field Service Regulations. Vol. II, 1935,
Sec. 83, 4)
the attacker has, however, two great advantages
accurate and detailed knowledge of the enemy's dispositions
and time to devise elaborate means of deception. It should
be remembered that it is just as important to conceal administrative preparations, e.g. the siting of medical and supply
establishments, as the movements and preparations of the
front line troops.
4. When the place and front of attack have been determined, the troops for the first assault detailed, and the size
and position of the reserves determined, the distribution of
the artillery and the making of a fire-plan can be undertaken
Divisions on the front of the main attack will
in detail.
almost always require additional support from the artillery
The
of reserve divisions and the corps and army artillery.
extent to which the corps commander should control the
artillery plan of the battle, when a corps or larger force is
engaged, is often a difficult question to decide: on the one
hand, central control to the fullest extent that the means
of intercommunication and the time factor permit
gives
the corps commander his best chance of being able to influence
the course of the battle, to apply his artillery fire-power to
the best general advantage and to time correctly the entry
into action of his reserves; on the other hand, too rigid a
control cramps the initiative of his divisional commanders,
who are closer to the fighting and can better judge of their
requirements at any given moment. The extent of control
will vary with the personality of the commanders concerned.
In a trench-to-trench attack in position warfare, the corps
commander will normally make and control the artillery
^plan of the whole corps in great detail: in an encounter
battle, he will seldom find it possible or desirable to centralize
the command of the field artillery, and he may, when time
is very urgent, distribute the corps artillery between his
divisions and leave them to make their own plans entirely.
Generally speaking, the corps will, whenever possible, be

—

:

—

—
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responsible for the counter-battery program and for the
timing and firing of any barrage that covers the front of
more than one division, and will also control generally the
use of smoke on the corps front. The divisions will usually
be responsible for bombardment tasks on their own front,
but the corps will be responsible for any necessary co-ordination of divisional fire plans. In the later and looser stages
of the battle, when barrages and timed programs on any
considerable scale are not likely to be possible, the command
of a large part of the artillery will be decentralized, by corps
to division, by divisions frequently to brigades and by
brigades sometimes to battalions. Other considerations on
the use of artillery in the attack will be found in Field
Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sees. 63 and 86.
5. The army tank battalions available will normally be
employed in support of the main attack; the manner of
their employment and the method of their allotment to formations will form an important consideration in the plan
The scale on which they are allotted and the
of attack.
time at which they are employed (i.e. in the original assault
or in the subsequent looser fighting) will depend on the
suitability or otherwise of the ground for tank action on the
various portions of the front; the existence or not of wire
obstacles to be broken; and the means that it is intended
to employ to maintain the momentum of the attack (Sec. 20).
The co-operation of tanks and infantry is dealt with in

Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 60.
6. The fixing of the hour at which assaults begin is often
The arguments in favour of
a matter of some difficulty.
beginning a large scale attack by early daylight are many.
It allows of the final preparations, especially the forward
.move of the troops appointed for the assault, to be made
under cover of darkness; it enables advantage to be taken
of the half-light of early morning, when the assaulting
troops can see sufficiently well to keep direction, while the
defenders are still unable to make the best use of their
weapons; and it gives a full day's light for the completion
For these reasons an attack
of the program of the attack.
at dawn in any large-scale set-piece operation tends to
become so stereotyped a procedure that the benefits of
surprise are lost. To select a more suitable time is, however,
not always easy. Even if the natural features of the ground,
or the use of smoke screens, enable the movements pre-
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liminary to the assault to be concealed from the enemy's
ground observation during daylight, they may be detected
from the air, thus allowing the enemy to take counterMinor attacks,
measures before the attack can develop.
which do not involve much preliminary movement, or largescale attacks against an enemy in greatly inferior numbers,
or caught at a signal disadvantage in position, may be made
in daylight: the half-light of dusk is often of value for
attacks with a limited objective: but for large scale assaults
that require much preliminary movement the choice will
often lie between night attacks and attacks begun at dawn.
Night attacks give better opportunity of surprise and may
enable a strong position to be taken more easily than otherwise.
But certain conditions are necessary for success:
the troops must be sufficiently trained; there must be time
for the necessary reconnaissance and preparation; and the
attack must have a limited objective only; exploitation
must wait for daylight (see Field Service Regulations,
If a dawn attack is decided
Vol. II, 1935, Chapter VII).
on, surprise in the matter of time will probably be sacrificed; therefore surprise in the matter of place and of
method must be the more diligently sought.
7. The engagement of the enemy on the remainder of the
front, other than that selected for the main attack, will have
the aim of deceiving him as to the real point of attack and
of diverting as many of his troops as possible from the main
attack.
Whether the troops engaged can best fulfil their
role by attacking or by threatening to attack will depend

on circumstances.

A

well-conceived, well-timed attack with
a limited objective may have an excellent effect in diverting
the enemy's attention and strength from the main attack;
on the other hand, a weak assault, insufficiently supported,
that fails easily and is obviously only intended as a feint,
is worse than useless.
Preparations conveying a threat of
attack in strength and fire designed to indicate such intention may sometimes be as effective or more effective than
an actual assault. If an attack is to be made, a night attack
will often be suitable since it can be made on a limited
objective and with limited artillery support.
In position warfare, subsidiary attacks on a small front
with insufficient support will seldom have much effect on
the enemy's plans and are likely to incur unduly heavy
casualties.
Preparations for attack on a wide front such

—
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as the construction of additional trenches, gun emplacements, etc.; increased artillery activity; intensive patrolling
at night will usually be more effective in deceiving the
enemy, if skilfully carried out.
8. It is often comparatively easy to gain an initial success
against a part of the enemy's forward position, but to
develop that success so as to complete the defeat of the
enemy presents much greater difficulties. Indeed, the chief
problem of the attacker usually is how to maintain a forward
impetus when the prepared and timed stage which may
vary in depth from 1,000 to 2,500 yards, according to the
time and ammunition available, and will not therefore
usually reach the enemy's main gun positions or engage his
principal reserves is over. The chief difficulties in the way
of further progress are as follows: the situation both of the
enemy and of our own troops will be unknown or obscure;
success has probably not been uniform along the whole front
of assault; the troops employed in the initial program
may have lost heavily, and have become exhausted or disorganized; the routes leading to the front are congested, so
that the forward movement of reserves is delayed; artillery
support for a further advance is lacking or is much weaker
owing to the disadvantages of extreme range, difficulty of
observation and the necessity to husband ammunition.
There is thus apt to be a pause, by which the momentum of
the attack may be lost before the enemy's gun positions
The
have been overrun or his main reserves defeated.
enemy will, in fact, usually be able to stem the breach with
his reserves before the attacker with his can enlarge it;
unless the latter has made special arrangements to reduce
to the minimum this pause after the completion of the timed
program and has prepared effective measures to maintain
Such measures will include
the momentum of the attack.
good means of intercommunication, so that superior commanders have an up-to-date knowledge of the situation;
mobility of the reserves (which will be largely dependent on
efficient traffic control in the rear area), so that they can
reach the required point in good time; a good system of
command, with all headquarters well forward; and arrangements to delay the movement of the enemy reserves and to
disorganize his system of command by air attack or longrange artillery fire. The more successful a commander has
been in surprising his enemy, the less organized a defence
will he have to meet, and the more time will he have at his

—

—

—
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disposal for this difficult but essential business of feeding
the front with fresh troops, and of keeping up a forward
flow till the enemy's final reserves are overthrown and his
front broken.

20.

The

action of the reserves

The reserves are of two kinds; the local reserves in
the hands of commanders of formations engaged in the
1.

original

assault,

e.g.

brigade,

divisional

or

corps reserves,

which are used to ensure the success of the original attack,
to overcome any unforeseen opposition and to enlarge the
breach made in the enemy's defence; and the general
reserve in the hands of the commander of the whole force,
which usually consists of a complete formation and is intended
to deliver the decisive blow that will confirm the overthrow
of the enemy and compel his withdrawal from the field of
battle.

—

engagement of the local reserves which may
2. The
will usually take place in
include army tank battalions
the conditions pictured in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
The fighting at this stage of the battle
1935, Sec. 57, 3.
presents very great difficulties. No special rules for guidance,
beyond the general principles already laid down in the
Success will depend
above-quoted section, can be given.
on the arrangements made for rapid intercommunication;
on the mobility of the reserves; and on the skill and initiative
Reserves should as far as
of subordinate commanders.
possible be fresh, fed and rested when committed to action.

—

3. The place and moment at which the general reserve
will be committed to battle may be pre-determined in the
original plan, or may be left for determination in accordance
with the progress of the attack. In the latter event, the
superior commander must decide with whom is to rest the

decision to launch the reserve: he may himself go forward
and take personal control at this crisis of the operation;
or he may leave the decision either to the commander of
the troops through which the reserve will pass or to the
commander of the reserve itself (see also Field Service ReguThe problem of giving
lations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 61, 3).
sufficient mobility to the general reserve may be solved by
the use of mobile troops with mechanized artillery, or by
bringing forward infantry in mechanical vehicles.
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The launching of the general reserve should be the decisive
act of the battle in which all arms and all parts of the force
should co-operate, by their fire and by advancing whenever
the situation permits.
21. Mobile

and armoured formations

in the attack

The employment

of mobile and armoured forces in the
battle will usually mark a decisive phase; the tasks allotted
them
to
should therefore be designed to ensure, or confirm,
the success of the main attack.
Tank brigades or other mechanized forces are not suitable
for attacking strongly defended localities, and should generally be used to attack the enemy's weaknesses rather than
his strength.
Suitable tasks may be to strike the enemy
on the flank; to attack enemy reserves in movement, in order
to prevent their intervention in the battle; or to attack
gun positions, headquarters or other vulnerable points in
rear, when the results to be gained are calculated to have
decisive influence on the main attack.
2. The existence of an open flank is likely to offer the most
favourable opportunities for the employment of mobile and
armoured forces. Their action will then be directed to
prevent the enemy from extending or strengthening his flank
to meet the attack; or to assist the other attacking forces
to overcome the defences.
When the plan of attack aims at penetrating the enemy's
front, it will not usually be possible to employ mobile and
armoured forces until the main attack has succeeded in
1.

breaking down organized resistance and has created a situation favourable to their action.
mobile and armoured force may occasionally be reserved
for the pursuit, after the enemy has been driven from the
battlefield by the action of the other troops.
3. The timing of the intervention of a mobile and armoured
force will require careful consideration, especially when the
Opportunities favourable to
attack aims at penetration.
It will therefore usually be
its action will be fleeting.
necessary for the commander to issue beforehand orders or
instructions as to the objective or role of the mobile and
armoured force in the battle, delegating to its commander
the responsibility for deciding when the time for its interThe commander of the mobile and
vention has arrived.
armoured force should then place himself where he will be
in close touch with the commander of the troops on whose

A
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flank he is to operate, or through which his force is to pass,
so that he will receive early information as to the situation.
4. The speed
armoured force

at which the operations of a mobile
will develop will usually preclude
co-ordinated plan for support by other troops.
The
operation of aircraft will be of great value.

and
any
co-

22. Pursuits
1.

and

Only by

effective pursuit can a victory be completed
its full fruits obtained, but to organize and carry out a

vigorous pursuit is one of the most difficult operations of
war.
Besides the physical exhaustion and disorganization
of the troops at the end of a battle and the administrative
difficulties, such as repairing communications, replenishing
ammunition and bringing up supplies, there is a mental
reaction to be overcome, which tends to affect all who have
taken part in the battle from the superior commander
downwards, in proportion as the fighting has been severe
and drawn out. To overcome this reaction and the inertia
that it brings is the first duty of a commander who has won
The initiation and execution of an effective
a success.
pursuit will depend mainly on his will-power and energy.
2. The nature of the pursuit and the risks which can
be taken will depend on the extent of the victory and on
the strategic situation, e.g. the proximity of other hostile
forces in the theatre.
Unless the enemy is completely
demoralized, a direct pursuit by itself is seldom effective:
the interception of the enemy's lines of retreat at some
defile, bridge or other favourable point by mobile troops
'pushed past his flanks, combined with a direct pursuit
by the main body, is the best means of obtaining decisive
results.
Armoured troops, such as tank brigades, will, by
reason of their power and mobility, be especially effective
for interception in a pursuit; in this role a tank brigade
together with other mechanized formations will usually act
The direct pursuit should be
as part of a mobile division.
on as wide a front as possible, so that, if the enemy makes
a stand and checks one portion of the pursuers other portions will be available at once to turn and attack his flanks.
A wide front will also facilitate supply arrangements. Bold
action by all arms and by the air force is essential in a
pursuit and considerable risks may be accepted.
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The

air force in

an offensive

Sec. 23.

battle

The main tasks

of the air force in an attack are summarized in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 66.
A special task may often be to locate, to delay and to disorganize the enemy reserves. Victory will often depend on
the ability of the attacker to complete the break-through of
the enemy's defensive organization before reserves can arrive
from other portions of the battlefield to close the breach.
Such reserves may approach by march, by mechanical
transport or by rail, and the air force may by attack cause
such delay and disorganization as will decide the battle.
Other suitable targets for attack may be enemy headquarters, if located as such, and centres of communication.
Selection of the right time to attack requires as much judg1.

ment

as selection of the right objective; it will, for instance,
usually be advisable to defer attack on a line of communication (such as a railway) until the enemy is definitely committed to that line.
2. Reconnoitring aircraft should be instructed to watch
The
the movement on the roads in rear of the enemy.
first signs of an intention by the enemy to retire is often
given by a backward movement of rear organizations and

transport.

The

air

force,

by offensive action against a retreating

enemy, may sometimes be able to turn an orderly withdrawal into a rout. Low-flying attack may be effective in
such circumstances, since the enemy's morale is likely to
be poor, and, owing to the probable absence of organized
anti-aircraft fire, casualties to the aircraft are likely to be
small.

The commander of a mobile force sent to intercept the
enemy's line of retreat should have some aircraft working
directly under his control.
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CHAPTER

VI

THE DEFENSIVE BATTLE
(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935,

Chapter VII)
24. General considerations
1.

An

2.

The

outline of the advantages and disadvantages of the
defence, especially of the psychological factors involved, has
been given in Sec. 11. The conditions in which a commander may engage in a defensive battle are various. He
may take up a position and invite attack as part of a
deliberate plan to win the battle by a counter-offensive; or
he may wish to gain time for the arrival of reinforcements
with which he hopes to take the offensive and defeat the
enemy; or his aim may simply be to contain an enemy
force while a decisive success is being sought elsewhere by
another force or by another part of the same force; or he
may be thrown on the defensive by inferiority in numbers
or in readiness or in training.
His aim may therefore be
to obtain a decision, to postpone a decision or to prevent
the enemy obtaining a decision.
chief

difference

in

method between

fighting

a

defensive battle in which a decision is sought and one in
which the object is to gain time and prevent the enemy
from obtaining a decision lies in the size, purpose and handling of the general reserve held in the hands of the commander of the whole force. The type of battle in which a
decision is sought by a predetermined counter-stroke
which is really an offensive and not a defensive battle
requires that as large a part of the force as possible is held
in hand for the offensive (Sec. 26).
When the aim is to
gain time for the arrival of reinforcements or of another
force, those reinforcements or that other force may constitute the general reserve for offensive action, and the
reserve held by the commander of the original force will be
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designed to keep the defence intact and to meet contingencies
such as a threat to the flanks; as will also be the general
reserve of a commander who fights a defensive battle to
prevent the enemy gaining a decision as, for instance, when
covering a siege, defending a frontier or holding a base for
naval or air force operations. Even in a battle fought with
a purely defensive object, there may, however, be local and
limited offensive strokes.
The counter-offensive battle is further considered in Sec. 26.
The remainder of this section and Sec. 25 deal mainly with
the purely defensive battle.

—

The considerations that guide

a commander in choosing
defensive position, when he has liberty
of choice, are set forth in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
1935, Sees. 68 and 69, and are applicable to forces of all
sizes.
In selecting a defensive position, a commander should,
when possible, reconnoitre it from the enemy's point of view,
i.e. as if about to attack it.
This will often suggest means
of remedying weaknesses in the defence.
The principal
matters to which the commander of a large force acting defensively has to give attention may include the influence of
the strategical situation and of the time factor on his choice
of position and conduct of the battle; the size of his general
reserve; the security of his flanks; his scheme for defence
against armoured fighting vehicles; the use he may make of
an outpost force to conceal his main position and to hamper
and break up the enemy's attack; and the organization of his
rear services. These problems, in so far as they have not
already been dealt with in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
are discussed in Sec. 26.
3.

and organizing

a

4. When a force is thrown on the defensive as a result of
a period of open fighting, and static conditions set in, it
may find itself on some portions of its front in a position
The commander will then
disadvantageous for defence.
have to decide whether to carry out any local and limited
offensive operations to secure a more favourable position;
or to accept the disadvantages and build up his defensive
system from his existing front as best he can; or to withdraw to an area better suited for defence. His decision
will depend on his present means to undertake any local
offensive to improve his position and on his hopes and
intentions for the future; if he anticipates a protracted
defence, he will often save many casualties and much anxiety
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The

is

difficult
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or dangerous to hold.

political objections to giving up any considerable
territory will have to be taken into account.

25.

area of

The organization and conduct of the defence

The length

of time for which defence is necessary,
until expected reinforcements can arrive or
until a decision is reached in some other part of the theatre
of operations, will naturally affect the choice of the position,
the extent of the front held, the depth to which it is organized
and the size and composition of the general reserve. In
any position that has to be held for longer than a few hours,
the security of the flanks will become a primary consideration, more especially as the increasing
mechanization of
armies makes a wide turning movement against the flanks
1.

which may be

and rear more probable. The best protection against the
envelopment of the flanks, if no suitable natural obstacle
exists, is good reconnaissance arrangements and a mobile
reserve, including armoured units, if available.
2. Except in a very temporary defence, the construction
of entrenchments and the making of obstacles should be
undertaken as early as possible, since they enable men and
weapons to be economized for the extension or deepening
defensive position or the strengthening of reserves.
Superior commanders should lay down the general policy of
defensive works and obstacles as soon as possible when a
position has to be taken up.
of the

the attacker disposes of armoured fighting
3. When
vehicles in any numbers, special arrangements will be necessary to deal with them (see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II,
The rear area, as well as the front and
1935, Sec. 68, 5).
flanks, may be exposed to a wide turning movement by
enemy armoured forces and may need special measures of
protection.

Outposts are always required to cover the occupation
and to give warning of the enemy's
approach "{see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec.
69, 9). But the extent to which a commander should engage
his outpost force, in order to conceal his main position, to
break up the enemy's attack and to gain time, is often a
difficult problem to solve.
On the one hand, a skilfully
handled outpost force may cause the enemy much delay,
4.

of a defensive position
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considerable casualties on him at small cost to itself,
deceive him as to the location of the main position and lead
him to commit himself against it in the manner most favourable to the defence; on the other hand, there is the danger
of the outpost force, if it resists too long, being overwhelmed
by superior force and heavily defeated while isolated, thus
weakening the main defence both morally and materially.
The distance of the outpost force from the main position,
its strength, its command and the time and method of its
withdrawal will all require careful consideration in accordance with the higher commander's plan for fighting the
defensive battle.
The distance at which the outpost force is placed will
depend mainly on the lie of the ground, e.g. the existence of
a tactical feature or obstacle suitable for delaying action
and with convenient lines for withdrawal. If such a feature
is outside supporting distance of the main position and it is
decided to engage the enemy on it, the outpost force will
consist of a complete unit or formation under its own commander, with such additional support (mounted troops,
artillery or tank units) as the higher commander judges
necessary. The commander of the outpost force will receive
direct from the commander of the whole force instructions
as to the role that he is to play, i.e. the position that he is
to take up, the amount of resistance that he is to offer, the
direction in which he is to withdraw, which may be calculated so as to draw the enemy towards a desired quarter,
and his action after withdrawal is complete. The outpost
force is in fact for the time being a detachment with a special
mission under the higher commander. In other conditions,
outposts may be required merely to give warning of the
enemy's approach and to cover the occupation of and work
on the main position. In such circumstances the outposts will
usually be within supporting distance of the main position,
and it will then be more convenient if each section of the
defence finds the outposts on its own front, on the system
laid down in Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec.
The higher commander must co-ordinate the position
52, 2.
of such outposts by laying down a general line or feature to
be held or by indicating the point of junction between
He must also co-ordinate the time and
adjoining sectors.
method of withdrawal of the outposts, laying down clearly
by whose authority the order of withdrawal is to be given,
e.g. by his own order or on the responsibility of sector cominflict
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manders.

In the absence of orders to withdraw, outpost
troops will, like other troops in defence, hold their positions
to the end (see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935,
Sec. 67, 5).

In position warfare, the object of an outpost system is
ensure that the main system cannot be subjected to a
sudden overwhelming attack without warning. The outpost
system should therefore be sufficiently far in advance to
ensure that preparations made for the attack on it will not
be immediately applicable to the attack of the main system
behind.
No definite rules can be laid down; on some
parts of the front the lie of the ground or the strength of the
main system may be such that an outpost system is not
possible or necessary; on other parts of the front that are
specially liable to attack the outpost system may be of
considerable extent. It will often happen that the forward
defended localities of a position originally chosen for temporary defence will develop into the outpost system in
protracted defence.
The strength in which the outpost system will be garrisoned
in position warfare and the time for which it will be held
will depend on the plan of the higher commander for fighting
the defensive battle; it must be held in sufficient strength
to require organized attack by the enemy, but it may sometimes be advisable, in order to save losses, to withdraw the
outpost troops at a suitable time, when the enemy has fully
disclosed his intentions but before he actually delivers his
The responsibility for ordering such withdrawal
attack.
and its co-ordination with neighbouring sectors must be
5.

to

clearly defined.
6. In defence, even more than in attack, a commander
will find difficulty in maintaining an adequate reserve and
The calls on his reserves
in using it to the best advantage.
are apt to be more frequent, more urgent, more unforeseen
and more critical. In attack, when a commander has used up
his reserves, it may mean that the attack has failed or has
come to a stop for the time being; but a commander in the
defence who has no further reserve to meet a fresh enemy
He must
effort is in danger of defeat and disorganization.
therefore always endeavour to reconstitute a fresh reserve,
by withdrawal from the front least severely pressed, when
his original reserve is exhausted.
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Reserves in the defence consist of local reserves (i.e.
brigade, divisional or corps reserves) and the general reserve
in the hands of the commander of the whole force.
Local
reserves are used to make local counter-strokes; to protect
a threatened flank; or, occasionally, to relieve an exhausted
unit or formation.
The general reserve may be used to
extend a flank and prevent a hostile turning movement;
,to Scarry
out a large scale counter-attack to restore the
situation where the enemy has gained a success; or, if
necessary, to cover a withdrawal.
The size, composition and location of the general reserve
must depend on the time for which it is anticipated that
the position will be held, the extent to which the flanks
are vulnerable, the period that has been available for the
preparation of the position and the communications and
cover available. It is often better, especially if the flanks
are reasonably secure, to allot to subordinate formations a
comparatively restricted front that will allow them to dispose of strong local reserves, so that they can fight their
action with their own resources, rather than to stretch their
frontages in order to keep in general reserve a complete
formation, which may then have to be split up to support
or reinforce various parts of the front.
7. Should the enemy gain a success and penetrate the
position, the first step is to fill the gap and check the hostile
advance, the next to re-establish and consolidate an unbroken front: these measures are the role of the local
The general reserve, or a part of it, will then, if
reserves.
considered advisable, undertake a deliberate counter-attack.

26.

The

counter-offensive

The only

real difference between an entirely offensive
battle and a defensive battle in which a decisive counteroffensive is part of the original plan lies in the way in which
the preparatory phase (see Sec. 18) is conducted. Whereas
a commander's aim in the entirely offensive battle is to fix
and exhaust the enemy in the preparatory stage by attacking him with part of the force, the planner of a counteroffensive battle hopes to induce the enemy to fix and exhaust
himself by making the first attack. In theory this promises
especially in a prepared position is
well, since defence
more economical than attack, and should therefore enable
a commander to assign a larger proportion of his force to
1.

—

—
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the delivery of the decisive stroke; also the battle

is

fought

on the ground of his own choosing, not the enemy's.
In practice, however, to achieve success in this type of
battle demands the very highest qualities of judgment and
The chief difficulty is that the enemy can,
resolution.
unfortunately, seldom be trusted to play the role assigned
to him exactly as forecasted. He attacks at an unexpected
place, at an unexpected time or in unexpected strength;
unless a commander has chosen his ground and planned his
battle with great skill and holds to his original purpose of
a counter-offensive with unfaltering resolution, he may find
himself induced or forced to fight the battle on the enemy's
plan rather than his own. Three qualities are needed for
success: skill to create the opportunity for the counterstroke, which should come as a surprise; judgment to time
its execution; and resolution to remain unshaken in purpose
by the enemy's action.

opportunity may be created by a pretence of
2. The
weakness assisted perhaps by the spread of false information; by the concealment of the force intended for the
counter-offensive, or of part of it; by offering a bait in the
shape of an apparent gap in the defensive arrangements or
An advantage may
of a strategical prize left unguarded.
be taken of a headstrong enemy; or adroit manoeuvre may
have given such strategical advantage that the opponent is
compelled to attack. There should in short be a trap, skilfully set, baited and concealed.
Use may be made of a

—

natural feature, for example, of a river or line of hills, the
bait being perhaps an unguarded bridge or undefended pass.
skilfully the opportunity may have been made,
difficulty of timing the stroke.
The time of the counter-offensive may be to a certain extent
predetermined, e.g. it may be designed to be made when the
enemy has reached a certain line or topographical feature;
3.

there

However
still

remain the greater

or it may be dependent on the arrival from a distance of a
separate force that is to carry out the counter-offensive;
more often the time will have to be left to be settled in
accordance with the progress of the fight that is, in accordance with the action of the enemy.
In any event the
selection of the moment will need the most careful arrangements for obtaining up-to-date information on which to base
a correct judgment.
The headquarters of the commander
on whom the decision rests must be well forward, he must

—
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employ all possible means, including personal reconnaissance
and special liaison officers, of obtaining information, for
which good signal arrangements will be necessary; he must
be a man of resolution as well as of judgment, who will
not hesitate to give the orders when he considers that the
time has come, even though his information is incomplete
and though his holding force is demanding support: opportunities are lost more often by striking too late than too
early.
4.

The unplanned

counter-offensive,

when an opportunity

course of a battle by a mistake of the
enemy, is more difficult still to execute where large forces
are engaged.
By the time the opportunity is realized, the
plan made, the orders issued and the force put in movement,
the propitious moment may have gone; unless armoured
troops that can strike quickly and effectively are available.
is

offered in the

5. The actual counter-stroke, when made, is conducted in
the same way as the decisive attack in an offensive battle
(Sec. 19).
Armoured troops such as tank brigades will be
of special value, since their mobility and fire power will

facilitate

surprise.
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CHAPTER

VII

THE WITHDRAWAL
(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sees. 45-50)

27. General considerations
of an army in the face of the enemy
in order to disengage from an unsuccessful battle; or to avoid having to accept battle in a
disadvantageous strategical or tactical position. Or it may
be undertaken as part of a strategical manoeuvre: to gain
time for the arrival of reinforcements; or to draw the
enemy's army on to more favourable ground for action; or
until a lengthening line of communications, with the consequent need for protective detachments and increasing
difficulties of supply, has reduced the strength of the
opposing force. Such manoeuvre in retreat, if skilfully conducted, may often provide a favourable opportunity to gain
a success: but the disadvantages and dangers must be
realized.
Retreat has a depressing effect on the morale of
one's own force, while that of the pursuing enemy is correspondingly raised.
The effect on national opinion of
giving up territory (if in one's own or an allied country)
and on neutral opinion of the apparent inferiority of one's
army in the field must be taken into account. Stragglers,
vehicles and materials left behind will be lost. In a friendly
country the retreat may be embarrassed by crowds of
refugees, and in a hostile country by the action of the
inhabitants, who may be emboldened by the apparent defeat
of their foes. This last danger arises particularly with the
inhabitants of less civilized countries.
commander is
sometimes apt, for the above reasons, to postpone giving
orders for a withdrawal, although he realizes that a withdrawal is the wisest policy: such postponement may, however, increase his difficulties when retirement is forced on

The withdrawal
may be forced on it
1.

A

him.
2.

A

withdrawal, forced or voluntary, requires the most
especially on the administrative side.

careful preparation,
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Such preparation, particularly if a battle is in progress, is
apt to be hampered by the requirements of secrecy and by
the desire not to upset the morale of the troops by any
suggestion that retreat is contemplated.
It is a commander's duty always to have in mind the possibility of
retreat and to work out the necessary arrangements, but
these must be kept as secret as possible.
Any scheme of
large scale demolitions to protect the retreat and to
hinder the enemy's advance, requires considerable time to
plan and prepare if it is to be effective (Sec. 29).
It is especially necessary to maintain a high standard
discipline in a retreat, when the moral depression of
supposed failure and the hardships of continued marching
tend to lower it. Discipline deteriorates fast in a retreat
3.

of

if

any relaxation
28.

is

allowed.

The conduct of

a withdrawal

of disengagement of an army from battle,
in preparation for retreat, is similar to that of the withdrawal of a rearguard (see Field Service Regulations,
Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 48). The roads in rear chosen for the
withdrawal should be cleared as early as possible of all
transport not essential to the fighting troops; positions should
be reconnoitred and selected in rear, to be held by the
reserves still available or the troops that can most easily be
drawn into reserve; the troops actually engaged should then
be withdrawn, under cover of darkness if necessary (see
Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 80), and
reorganized behind these positions; if the retreat is to be
continued, rearguards should be formed from the freshest
troops available.
Should there be a defile close behind the
battle front
it is a maxim never to fight with a defile in
rear if it can be avoided it will be important to get the
army clear of it as soon as possible, and the reserves or rearguards must be prepared to sacrifice themselves, if necessary,
Special measures of defence
to gain time for the passage.
against air attack during the passage of the defile will be
required.
The mobile troops may be used with the rearguards for direct cover of the withdrawal or may be given
the task of protecting the flanks.
1.

The process

—

2.

all formations should be close up to
during the process of disengagement and with-

Headquarters of

the battle

—
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drawal, both in order to exercise effective control of the
operations and to give confidence to the troops.
General
headquarters should also be kept well up. All headquarters
should, however, rid themselves of as much of their transport
and administrative portion as possible, which should be sent
back early to positions in rear.
3. Withdrawal should usually be made on as broad a
front as possible.
This facilitates supply arrangements,
reduces the size of columns and the consequence of delays
and blocks and lessens the danger of an outflanking movement by the pursuit; it also offers the enemy's air force a
more scattered target. The co-ordination of the withdrawal
of a number of columns requires, however, very careful
control, timing and arrangements for liaison, especially if
natural obstacles tend to separate columns. The chief dangers
in a withdrawal will lie in interception or flank attack
by hostile mobile forces and attack by the enemy's air force,
especially at the passage of defiles.
These dangers must be
lessened by good reconnaissance, by demolitions (Sec. 29),
by the use of a mobile reserve and by careful arrangements
for air defence.
4. The tactics of a force withdrawing in the face of an
active pursuit may be to occupy a defensive position during
the hours of daylight, to check the enemy on it and then to
retire under cover of darkness to a fresh position; in fact to
pursue similiar tactics to those of a rear guard, only on a
much larger scale. The difficulties and dangers are similar
to those of a rear guard, as are the necessary measures and
means of precaution, especially good co-ordination and timing
{see Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 48).
As
in a rear guard action, before one position is left, parties
should be sent back to reconnoitre the next position in rear.
But, whereas with a rear guard it may be only a matter of
a few officers going back two or three miles, with a large
force the numbers involved may be considerable; it may
be necessary to send them back a distance of 10 or 12 miles;
and they may be separated from their units or formations
In such circumstances the selection,
for 24 hours or more.
organization, transportation and feeding of these parties

will require

much thought and good

staff

arrangements.

Good administrative arrangements in a retreat will be
The allotment of roads, the
the greatest importance.

5.

of
control of traffic, the supply of the troops and the solution
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problem will

all require careful consideration.
the local civil authorities should be
enlisted to deal with the refugees when these are numerous.
If possible, the evacuation of the civil population may be
begin before the withdrawal; but, if this is not practicable
for reasons of secrecy or otherwise, measures must be taken
to prevent their hampering the withdrawal.
These may
include the allotment to refugees of special roads and camping areas, and police measures, taken in conjunction with
the civil authorities, to restrict them to these roads and

The co-operation

of

areas.

The principal duties

of the air force during a withdrawal
be reconnaissance, especially of the flanks, action to
prevent the enemy air force hampering the retreat, and
bombardment of the enemy pursuing columns when opportunity offers. If any part of the force is very hard pressed,
the air force may sometimes be called on to relieve it by
attacks on the enemy columns, including low-flying attack;
such action, however, withdraws fighting aircraft from their
normal duties, and thus allows enemy aircraft greater
latitude to interfere with the withdrawal; it is also likely
to involve heavy casualties in aircraft and should therefore
only be employed as an emergency measure.
The movement of aerodromes will require careful consideration when a withdrawal is being planned.
6.

will

7. To sum up, a commander who contemplates withdrawal
on a large scale must in his preparations consider the following problems: the program of demolitions, which requires
plenty of time if it is to be effective; the reconnaissance of

successive lines

of
to

defence;

the places where

anti-aircraft

be specially important, e.g. at the passage
of defiles; the improvement of roads and other communications where necessary, and their allotment to subordinate
formations; the removal in good time of the heavier impedimenta of the army without advertising the intention to
retreat; the disposal of refugees; and other administrative
defence

is likely

problems.

During the withdrawal, his chief occupations will be to
ensure touch and co-ordination between his columns; to
assure the safety of exposed flanks; to handle his air force
so as to hold the enemy air force in check and to delay the
pursuit; and to arrange for offensive ripostes in favourable
conditions so as to impose caution on the enemy's advance.
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and devastations

(See also Field Service Regulations, Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 49)
1. Demolitions in the field may be
classed as tactical
or strategical.
The aim of tactical demolitions is usually
to give relief in a pursuit, to gain time or to safeguard a flank
from attack, by creating an obstacle in little depth. The
aim of strategical demolitions is to prevent or hamper
enemy movements over a wide area for a considerable time;
they are designed to cripple the enemy's maintenance system
by the destruction of his road and rail communications. The
effective use of either tactical or strategical demolitions will
require careful preliminary reconnaissance, a prepared plan
for allocating the personnel and explosives available, the provision of any additional transport required, and sufficient
time.

2. The commander of a force who hesitates to put into
execution a thorough plan of demolitions because of his
intention to turn round and advance over the same ground
at a later date should bear in mind that he has no guarantee
that the enemy will display the same forebearance when he
in his turn retires.
3. Tactical
demolitions include both minor obstructions
(such as the hurried destruction of culverts and small road
bridges, the blocking of roads by craters, felling trees or other
means) which are intended to gain temporary and local relief
from pressure and are often of special value against armoured
fighting vehicles; and also co-ordinated schemes designed to
impose a serious delay on all arms over a wide front. The
commonest and most effective form of such demolitions is
the destruction of all bridges over a waterline either between
two main bodies to check direct pursuit or on a flank to safeSince resources in time,
guard that flank from attack.
labour and explosives will generally be limited, the preparation of such demolitions must be carefully planned, so as to
ensure the completion with the minimum of delay of a
primary "belt sufficient to form an effective obstacle covering
the vital front or flank; and all resources must be concentrated in the first instance on the completion of this
The primary belt will later, as circumessential minimum.
stances permit, be extended laterally and in depth by secondary belts and by subsidiary demolitions.
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The protection of demolition parties will require careful
attention, especially against armoured fighting vehicles, which
may be sent ahead by the enemy to secure bridges, etc.,
before they can be demolished. The rules for the firing of
tactical demolitions are given in Field Service Regulations
Vol. II, 1935, Sec. 49.
4.
scheme of strategical demolitions is aimed principally
at the enemy's maintenance system, and has as its object
to make it impossible for him to supply a force of any size
in the area thus treated without very extensive repair and
construction. It thus requires the destruction of the railway
or railways in the area .and of the main roads for mechanical
transport. Delay-action mines will be most effective in increasing the enemy's difficulties and in delaying the forward
move of his railheads.
carefully worked out plan, plenty
of time and labour and very large quantities of explosives
are required to make an effective strategical devastation.
The first stage should be to create a complete belt of demolitions (the "primary belt") across the whole front, so as
to allow the troops to disengage cleanly and to enable the
secondary belts of destruction to proceed unhampered.
5. Co-ordinated schemes of demolition, whether strategical
or tactical, will usually be initiated by G.H.Q., who will
retain the responsibility for ordering the preparation for destruction of the principal railways, waterways and road
communications, but may delegate to lower formations the
power to initiate and carry out demolitions of light railway
Similarly
systems and of roads other than main roads.
the authority for the execution, i.e. the actual firing of
the charges, of the demolitions of important railway structures (bridges, tunnels, etc.), or waterway structures (locks,
aqueducts, etc.) and of main road bridges will usually be
reserved for G.H.Q., although the responsibility for arrangements for execution, and the issue of the actual orders to
the demolition parties will usually be delegated to lower
Responsibility for the preparation and execuformations.
tion of systems of demolitions, although initiated by G.H.Q.
and begun by engineers working under G.H.Q. orders, will
generally, as the front moves back towards them, be transferred successively to lower formations; in such cases it is
desirable that the actual engineer units employed should, as

A

A

far as possible, remain unchanged.
Subject to the above restrictions, formation commanders
may at their discretion order the preparation of demolitions
Such preparation should be reported to higher authority and
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the demolitions should not be executed, except in emergency,
without the previous approval of that authority.
The preparation and execution of demolitions in the road
system will be carried out by the engineers of formations
or by engineer units acting directly under G.H.Q.; but the
responsibility for the design, preparation and execution of
the demolition of railways, waterways, telegraphs, etc., and
of depots of stores and installations of all kinds will rest
with the services or directorates responsible for their workNormally, however, it is the duty of formations heading.
quarters to co-ordinate the whole of the demolition operations within the formations sector, so as to ensure that
there is no hiatus and that the operations of one
service do not interfere with those of another, e.g. where
the premature demolition of a railway bridge would block
an important road, or where failure to destroy such a bridge
would offer to the enemy an easy diversion for road traffic.
6. The successful conduct and completion of a scheme of
demolitions involve such preliminary measures as the
selection of the proposed "belts", the conduct of reconnaissances and the collation of reports, decisions as to the actual
and demolitions and their order of priority, and the
of orders allocating the responsibility for the work
and for the assembly of the necessary personnel, explosives,
stores and transport.
The subsequent developement of the scheme involves two

belts
issue

i.

The preparation

of the demolition, including the preparation of the charge chambers, the fixing of the
explosive charges or other method of destruction,
and the detailing and instruction of the demolition

parties,

The

execution, including the final posting of demolition
and final connecting up and firing.
The time involved in each of the above stages makes it
essential that the need of demolitions should be foreseen in
ample time.
scheme formulated without adequate reconnaissance of the ground and hurried in its preparation and
execution runs serious risk of failure.
7. Further
details of the organization of schemes of
demolition are contained in Engineer Training. The technical details of demolitions will be found in the manual of
Military Engineering, Vol. IV, 1934, Chapter VII.
ii.

parties,

A
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